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Introduction
After revealing so many natal charts of great personalities of our recent and ancient history, what culminated
with the amazing discovery of natal charts of King Rama, Lord Krishna, sages Parashara, and Veda Vyasa, naturally,
it comes out the question what about further researches 1. There is a question in the air, like, is it possible to
locate some other great personalities as well? Yes indeed, I was thinking this way. I was especially focused on the
so-called Dasavatharam, ten great and primary incarnations of Vishnu. 2 We already know that Gautama Buddha,
Lord Krishna, and King Rama, all do belong to this line of incarnations. But what about others in this ten
incarnations line? Well, just next in line going backward, it is always mentioned … the Parashurama.
The name can literally be translated as … Rama with an ax. The story has it that at that ancient time, we do not
have any idea when exactly, Vishnu incarnated in a family of Brahmin, but he was entirely Kshatriya oriented; he
was a great warrior who slew a lot of Kshatriyas because they did not do justice toward Brahmins. To be even
worse, at that time they, Kshatriyas, were killing Brahmins unreasonably, and they, Brahmins, asked for some
protection. Therefore, Parashurama was a sage with enormous spiritual knowledge acquired, but he was an
extraordinary warrior as well. Right now I cannot go into that story entirely, but all details can be easily found on
the Net.
Thus, when all that did happen? As we already have confirmed many stories of Vedic Civilization, it must be that
this one also is not just a story. Indeed, if this is not just a story, then it must be that the real personality of
Parashurama is somewhere there as well, and his belonging natal chart, it seems, is just waiting to be revealed.
Now, the question is, where to search? I did not have any idea where to search. Calendars that go so deep into
past time simply do not exist. Indeed, we are deep into what science calls … prehistory, and there is no trace of
some time frame where to search. Well, as we know now when King Rama lived, then logically, we know
Parashurama must have been on Earth before him. But when, and how much before … well, that was just out of
any imagination.
We saw that Lord Krishna was born in 3162 B.C.E. We also saw that King Rama was born in 5114 B.C.E. Both
discoveries did happen in a very, very extraordinary way, a very unusual way.
1 Please take a look at the end of this essay to find links to previous researches in this serial.
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The term ... incarnation ... and ... being incarnated ..., just same as … reincarnation ..., well all that is highly esoteric today, and not understandable to all.
However, this is the key phenomenon for understanding the spiritual world, and life in its entirety. The point is that life is actually very spiritual, and if we
remove this superficial layer of ignorance and the firm attachment to the material world, we will find out that life is highly esoteric as well. Once upon a time,
the teaching about incarnation and reincarnation was a normal part of everyday life. Then somehow, in the Age of Ignorance, somebody put it out of order
by decree. It was out of normal use, and put simply, the knowledge about was ... excommunicated. Reading and proper understanding of all my texts
presumes that the reader is familiar with these terms and that the knowledge and full understanding is developed about the nature of a life where every
individual is passing through innumerable incarnations just to be purified and perfected. This is not the basic intention of the Creator himself, by the way, but
it happens that sometimes evolution of ours can go this way. This is the foundation of the saying which somebody launched very humoristically ... Only fools
are dying. Thus, the fact is ... nobody is dying. However, this is all a very long story indeed. There are many adequate books, scriptures, courses, etc, and
therefore, it is easy to find all the basic information and to tune along appropriately. A good beginning could possibly be with ...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incarnation
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With Krishna, there was a long-term pending question where the Chandra-Moon possibly could be located in the
natal chart. And then, after some time, and after long exhaustive primary work to narrow down the time frame
maximally, it came out through the literature that this famous saying of Krishna … I am Abhijit … was recalled, and
everything else was just a matter of technical execution.
With the natal chart of King Rama the situation was entirely different, but even more unique, so to say. Again I
need to thank a friend of mine for his enormous contribution by turning my attention to the extraordinary book
which guided me to the natal chart of King Rama discovery. That happened some years ago, I think it was 2007.
The book of Mr. Pushkar Bhatnagar … Dating the Era of Lord Ram … came to me in some miraculous way.
https://www.amazon.com/Dating-Era-Lord-Pushkar-Bhatnagar/dp/8129104989
“In the epic Ramayana, Sage Valmiki mentioned that when Lord Ram was born, the sun was located in Aries, Saturn was
in Libra, Jupiter & the Moon were in Cancer, Venus was seen in Pisces while Mars was located in Capricorn. Moreover, it
was the ninth day of the increasing phase of the moon in the lunar month of Chaitra. The two slides on the cover of this
book together display, with the help of a powerful software, that these unique astral conditions were present in the sky
on 10 January 5114 B.C. This book employs the scientific advancement of the West to prove the antiquity of the East. The
book also discovers the dates of a number of events of the life of Lord Ram by using the Planetarium software.”

Thus, just to be clear, since that moment this book has been influencing me deeply, puzzling me for many years,
and that was actually the beginning of my research on King Rama.
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Of course, along with my previous essays, the true moment of birth of Gautama Buddha was found as well. We
saw this is in the year 681 B.C.E. when he was born. Just to mention, this will also be proved as a very important
fact for the story of this essay.
Fine, but where to start with the search on Parashurama?
This is a good question indeed, but before I even start to think this way, I would like to repeat some points I
already exposed along with a few previous essays. It is very important to have that in mind now when we are
stepping so deep into our past time. It is almost just unimaginable to do such research. It is simply just like …
mission impossible. I know that this is raising a lot of questions and provoking a lot of controversies, and I already
have received some feedback that this is simply not possible. Well, what is possible, and what is not possible, it is
better to judge at the end of this story, when it will be proved that impossible is actually … possible. This is where I
learned by myself that mission impossible actually doesn’t exist. Indeed, as we are climbing higher in the spiritual
field, all true spiritual seekers undoubtedly know that we enter the field of all possibilities. People usually use
another expression for the field of all possibilities; they call it … miracles. Then again, I want to be clear, this is not
any miracle. This is just sort of reasonable thinking, scrutinizing, balancing, and judging carefully what is possible
and what is not.
Need to mention that this research is leaning entirely on Vedic Astrology-Jyotish Software … Jagannatha Hora …
http://www.vedicastrologer.org/jh/

This is a freeware software, and in January 2016, Version 8.0 was released with very significant improvements.
Here I extracted a portion of improvements with extraordinary importance for our story.
The year range of full version is expanded to -12900 to 16600 (previously -5400 to 5400). Target precision of planetary
calculations is improved to 0.001 arc-sec. Swiss Ephemeris used in JHora was updated to version 2.02.01 and this updates
the target JPL ephemeris to DE431.

We see that they offered an absolutely stunning ephemerides range with incredible precision, and this is exactly
what we need. The full range of coverage is from 12.900 B.C.E., all until 16.600 A.D. The declared precision is a
tiny fraction, just like the one thousand part of one second of arc. Incredible! And this is exactly what we need,
because, our Time Machine will need to go even further on back in time. How far back, it is not possible to say
right now.
Also, it is very important to mention that Jagannatha Hora software producers lean on another company that
produced the initial core file for astrology software developers, and that company is … Astrodienst … from
Switzerland. The file is called … Swiss Ephemeris - 2.0 … released in February 2014.
https://www.astro.com/swisseph/sweph_e.htm

Furthermore, the Swiss company Astrodienst is not the beginning of this chain, because they took the basic file
from the … Jet Propulsion Laboratory … in Pasadena, USA.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jet_Propulsion_Laboratory_Development_Ephemeris

This is basically a very special NASA company for very specific tasks and features. Just to mention that JPL has
about five thousand employees and they are closely connected with, and entirely leaned onto … Caltech
University …
http://www.caltech.edu

Basically, two files were used … JPL DE 430 and JPL DE 431 …
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DE430 was released in 2013. It covers the dates 1550 Jan 01 to 2650 Jan 22 with the most accurate lunar
ephemeris. From 2015 onwards this ephemeris is utilized in Astronomical Almanac.

DE431 was released in 2013. It covers a longer time span than DE430 (13201 BC to AD 17191) with a less
accurate lunar ephemeris than DE430.
https://ipnpr.jpl.nasa.gov/progress_report/42-196/196C.pdf

I am mentioning all that just to avoid answering some possible questions that my research is not scientifically
based. In fact, to accomplish all that we need the latest and the most sophisticated achievements of Science.
To be honest, at the very beginning, I had plenty of doubts of my own. Of course, my research on this topic did
not start with Lord Krishna and King Rama. Not at all! That is actually some middle point of this research. It all
started long before with research on events around 2.000 B.C.E. Then I’ve noticed that Jagannatha Hora Jyotish
Software is so incredibly precise even when considering births about that time frame exactly. That was a big shock
for me indeed! In fact, I was checking one eclipse, one very important eclipse, and discoveries which were made
along with, are essential to understand and decode another story, the true story of Jesus the Christ. It was hard
for me to believe all that, and I started to study how that software called Jagannatha Hora is being built up. This is
how I came to NASA’s JPL Company, and the two very important ephemeris files they produced, which is already
mentioned before. Then, I still had some doubts, and an idea came to check that as well. Apart from ephemeris
based calculations for planetary positions, Jagannatha Hora Software offers another system which is based on
ancient formulas derived from the classical Vedic text called … Surya Siddhanta … With just a few clicks of the
computer mouse, you can choose which system you want for your calculations to be done. And then, for that
mentioned eclipse at about Christ time, I’ve noticed that both systems of calculations; ephemerides based system
and Surya Siddhanta system based on observational formulas, are both appointing to the same day very precisely.
That was another shock for me. From that moment on I knew that I can fully trust and rely on all declared
precision statements by Jagannatha Hora Software producers. Then, apart from that ancient eclipse research, first
natal charts occurred, and as I saw that absolutely everything is very consistent with all rules and regulations of
Vedic Astrology Jyotish, then I knew I was on the right track. I realized that a very powerful tool is in front of me,
and then, after learning how to cast natal charts of Vishnu incarnations, I knew this is not just an ordinary tool
anymore. I was completely aware this is the real … Time Machine … actually. Since that moment many charts of
ancient kings, queens, leaders, and sages, were done, but ordinary people as well, and all that was the stable
foundation for discovering natal charts of Lord Krishna and Kinga Rama. Therefore, this is not an overnight
project; this is a long process in fact. It was a long and slow process of learning actually, and it just did make full
materialization during the last four years, let’s say so. But before that, there was a long period of intensive
spiritual development and learning. Because, apart from Jyotish knowledge, which is very moderate in my case,
just to be honest, one should know how things are functioning within the entire Creation. To fulfill this last task,
one should go very deep into the spiritual field. Altogether, many disciplines were supposed to be combined just
to achieve all that was mentioned before.
Nevertheless, all that was not enough to make any move in the case of avatar Parashurama. I simply did not know
where to search. Indeed, no any calendar goes far back enough in time that we can consider the time frame and
the era of Dasavatharam Parashurama. Then somehow, along with the research on Parashurama, I stumbled on
another name, the name of Sage Maharishi Bhrigu.
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Sage Maharishi Bhrigu
Just by preliminary research, I’ve noticed that Maharishi Bhrigu was mentioned as being contemporary of the
great Sage Manu who was actually contemporary of the Great Flood, these dramatic and traumatic events when
our planet has undergone drastic changes; the Earth was shaken heavily, it was involved in terrible volcano
eruptions and dreadful floods, some continents disappeared deep into the waters of Ocean, and some new
surfaced. Nobody knows when exactly that did happen, but we still have it live, though, just as faded stories and
legends. Nevertheless, though faded, these legends are still deeply influencing us subconsciously. Not to mention
that exactly this event has inspired the story of Noah, which is so deeply embedded into the Bible, and into every
cultural background after all.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhrigu

Fine, that means that sages Manu and Bhrigu have been on Earth at the same time perhaps. That sounds very
plausible to me. Evolution is teamwork; it is neither the One Man Band nor One God Band. In fact, we can see that
many deities-devatas, great sages, rishis, and some other highly developed souls, are all working together
devotedly to create the stage for our play, and, to smoothen necessary and always going changes on Earth. That is
great! Furthermore, what else can we conclude? Well, we can possibly consider … we can assume that Sage
Bhrigu was perhaps … avatar Vishnu incarnation. We always have such two great personalities in critical moments
coming together and performing important work in order to make evolution less problematic. This is where I
started to study the life of Maharishi Bhrigu very carefully. We can see that he was an astrologer, he was a great
Jyotishi, and he compiled some books which probably did not survive until modern days. For example … Bhrigu
Nadi … is part of Jyotish, which is closely related to the sage Bhrigu. He also worked with Sage Manu on … Manu
Samhita …, which did survive till today, by the way, though in some degraded and distorted way, and definitely
will need to face some purification. But then, another question. The story has it that Vishnu himself was there as
the … Matsya incarnation … as a Fish, who informed Manu about forthcoming turmoil. It is from Matsya that
Manu got all the necessary instructions of what to do and how to do. All is well described and elaborated in the …
Matsya Purana …Then, if we have Matsya incarnation of Vishnu, does that contradict the incarnation of the Sage
Bhrigu? I think there is no contradiction. The fact is that we possibly have two very important incarnations of
Vishnu along with this event, but just one after another.
Well, if this is the case, how did that happen technically? I mean, how was all that performed after all? Well, I
guess, Matsya, after giving all the necessary information and instructions had gone. The purpose was fulfilled and
Matsya was not needed anymore. Though the story has it, that The Fish was there in the moment when The Flood
occurred, and the ship Manu made was protected by The Fish itself. Nevertheless, this is not contradicting either.
I would say, this act of giving information to Manu had happened some year and a half before shaking did start.
Then, it seems, Manu was on his own for some time, and he did what he did … in order to help the entire mankind
to survive. I guess Vishnu did not incarnate again before just a few years after The Flood when shaking and waters
settled down a little bit. That could be within some ten years after The Flood, let say so. That was my guess.
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Now, is there a way to check this theory? Well, all until this moment, this is just a theory. But, again, where to
search? There is no any calendar to comprehend all that. Nevertheless, what if I am wrong!? What if there is such
a calendar?
This is the moment where another idea flashed …
I already mentioned in my writings before the beautiful chapter of the even more beautiful book of … David
Frawley … The Astrology of the Seers …, (Chapter 3 – The world-ages or the cycles of the Yugas) …
https://www.amazon.com/Astrology-Seers-Guide-Vedic-Hindu/dp/0914955896

… and what is adapted to the link:
https://www.vedanet.com/secrets-of-the-yugas-or-world-ages/

There, under the title … Secrets of the Yugas or World-Ages …, you will find that very extraordinary text. This is an
amazing story of how cycles of yugas or world ages are functioning. What we need to include into our
considerations, is that there is a short cycle of yugas, which is being called … The Great Year …, and it talks about
the Golden Age, Silver Age, Bronze Age, and Iron Age. But there is a catch. Actually, David Frawley, based on
remarks of Shri Yukteshwar, enters into the game yet another cycle of yugas, which is much, much longer in
duration. Thus, we have two cycles of yugas, where the shorter one is revolving within the longer one. Amazing!
As well, I would recommend watching the legendary documentary with the same title … The Great Year …, which
is narrating the same story …
http://www.thegreatyear.com/thegreatyear/whatisit.shtml
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0411447/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3ZDcj0kF_0

These names of age cycles we still have in science today, but it seems, the knowledge about the true nature of
ages and belonging periods is lost entirely. The complete cycle of short yugas, according to Sri Yukteshwar, is
24.000 years, and the half-cycle is 12.000 years.
I made my own illustration how all that function … though, must say this is just little bit modified illustration taken
from the book … Maitreya … by … Adrian Predrag Kezele. After all, this book and the work of Adrian Predrag
Kezele, in general, was a great inspiration of mine.
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/11409808-maitreya

I can say, there in this book I learned a lot, as well as in other books by Adrian Kezele. I especially like the term he
coined … Deconstructing the Illusion … or … The Decomposition of Illusions … what we are actually facing right
now, and what we are passing through right now. Hope this serial of essays of mine will help and give some
contribution to the deconstruction of all illusions we could ever possibly had had.
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David Frawley in his story mentioned that he actually just transmitted to us the table of periods of world ages or
cycles of yugas what … Shri Yukteshwar … had exposed long ago. I recommend reading this text definitely …
Here is that table which is taken from the previously exposed link of that very important text …

Descending Yugas
11,501 BCE – 6701 BCE
6701 BCE – 3101 BCE
3101 BCE – 701 BCE
701 BCE – 499 AD

Ascending Yugas
499 AD – 1699 AD
1699 AD – 4099 AD
4099 AD – 7699 AD
7699 AD – 12,499 AD
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For many years I was watching on this table, and though I did understand it, was considering it just as the one to
give only general orientation. Furthermore, as this table is closely connected with the problem of the Precession
of the Equinox, and due to that even further on with the ayanamsa problem in Jyotish, and what is being heavily
disputed in the science and among alternative sources, well, because of all that I did not pay so much attention to
it. Discussions on this topic are just like never-ending stories, it was mind-blowing, and at a certain moment, I’ve
just left it aside. But now, this table is coming back to me, and I’ve just wondered … what if …?
Well, I was just thinking … let’s try something … let’s try to consider that this is all true … Though, there are many
opinions pro and counter … but let’s consider this is true, just for the moment. From some other source, I did find
there are two points within the full cycle of 24.000 years, where life on Earth is facing tremendous changes … all
remnants of past civilizations are erased … and everything starts from the very beginning. Actually, not from the
absolute beginning … something is saved of course, and life goes on. At the same time, they say, Earth is facing a
dimensional shift, ascending to the fifth dimension, or falling into the third dimension. This is illustrated by the
next graphics which I personally produced. Please note that for the easy graphical exposure it was taken only ten
thousand years as a half cycle. Actually, it was not completely clear how long this cycle lasts, and there are
different opinions about it as well. I suggest reading the Manu Samhita as well, where the complete situation is
clearly described.
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The above sketch which illustrates the sequential exchange of yugas-world ages is taken from the book … The
Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life …
https://www.amazon.com/Ancient-Secret-Flower-Life-Vol/dp/1891824171

Along with the sketch we can also notice two very interesting points; point A and point C. These two points
represent moments of dimension change, they are of extraordinary interest to us, and especially we need to be
focused on … point A. Because this is supposedly the point where we are right now.
As we can see, these big changes are not happening at the peak of the Golden Age and Iron Age. Actually, it
always happens a little bit after these points, which is clearly illustrated by the previous two graphics. They say
that right now we are just about the point where we need to ascend by passing through some kind of very drastic
changes. We are exactly opposite to the last Big Flood, they say. There was a lot of fuss for the year 2012, as we
can all remember. But nothing happened! Later on they said that 2012. was a false alarm due to five years of
mistake-error in our calendar, and that real year of big and drastic change is actually … 2017. It is December 21,
2017, along with the Winter Solstice. Nevertheless, it can be that this is not a mistake only, it can be that the year
… 2012. … was introduced for psychological preparation, and to start the countdown with the last five years, or
whatsoever.
Furthermore, this is connected very much with what we know as the Mayan calendar and their prediction about
the end of the world. In fact, this is not the real end of the world, just some very regular periodic phase shift and
big transition, when our planet is undergoing a lot of changes. It seems that Mayans did calculate that moment
very properly and very precisely. From their perspective, from the point of view when they lived, and that is the
period between 250 A.D. and 900 A.D. when they have been at the peak, they counted very precisely how many
year cycles the Sun needs to make till that moment of big change. The problem comes when we want to translate
this to the Gregorian calendar. It seems that the Gregorian calendar carries five years mistake. Lost in translation,
so to say.
Events of such kind are not unknown to us. After all, the Bible and Old Testament, they are talking very clearly
about cataclysmic events which will happen at a certain moment in time.
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But, how can we see that? Is there a way to check all that? Well, so far acquired knowledge about casting natal
charts of Vishnu incarnations could be possibly very useful for that purpose. We saw this as a universal system; it
is not time or era depended or limited in any way. This is actually a universal Time Machine, which can take us to
any time frame or world age. It works well, and we just proved it by decoding and deciphering many controversial
cases, like King Rama, Lord Krishna, and Gautama Buddha, after all. Can that work even if we go 12.000 years back
from our time?
Well, this is what I tried. I’ve taken 2017, as a possible year for such an event to happen, and counted exactly
12.000 years backward. The resulting year is supposed Winter Solstice of 9.983 B.C.E. Nevertheless, this is almost
the end of the year, and therefore we need to consider the early months of 9.982 B.C.E as well, as a plausible time
frame for Big Flood to happen. And then, I was searching for our Maharishi Bhrigu in the range of ten years after
that time frame.
I do not think if anybody can imagine my shock when I did find it!
It was 9.978 B.C.E. actually! It was March 26, 9.978 B.C.E., just about four (FOUR – 4) years after The Big Flood, let
say so. Is this possible!? Again and again … repeatedly I was checking the given chart … and did try to find as much
as is possible information about Sage Bhrigu himself. And then … after some time … it becomes clear to me what
and how it did happen.
After the job was done, it is clear now, the Matsya Avatar was gone shortly after informing and instructing the
Sage Manu what to do and how to do it. As I mentioned already, that was about one and a half years before
changes had started. Or, if we take as a fact that The Fish was actively taking part in the event of The Flood itself,
then, it just disappeared shortly after The Flood. How old was Sage Manu at that time, it is very difficult to say.
Some sources would claim that he was very, very old at that time already. Then, just about four years after the
Flood, when Humanity was still recovering from that big transition, Vishnu incarnated again as Maharishi Bhrigu.
After about thirty years Bhrigu was grown and fully educated, probably by Sage Manu himself, and they worked
together on the very delicate task of tuning the knowledge system to the entirely new situation. There was a
knowledge preserved from the previous period of course, from before the Flood, but that was all about to be
restructured and re-tuned.
Let’s just take Jyotish for example. Along with all changes during these catastrophic events, it happened that
Earth’s axis tilted a little bit. The axis, it seems, instead of 21 degrees of arc, after wobbling for some time on a big
scale, settled on the value of 23.4 degrees. Consequently, no need to mention, there were drastic changes in the
climate on Earth. They say, this is where we got four seasons clime; before the Flood all that was entirely
different. I remember some texts claiming that before the change there was a unique, very pleasant, worldwide
uniformed climate with soft exchanges of only two seasons, something that we would compare with today’s
spring and autumn. No extremes as hot summer and cold winters. The temperature was very pleasant and
moderate 20-25 degrees Celsius all over the world. They also say, if we experience another change of such kind in
our time, we will get such a climate back again.
Nevertheless, this tilt of the Earth’s axis caused that the Sky changed to some extension also. Stars and
constellations were not there where they used to be before. For that reason, immediately after The Flood, when
things settled a little bit, astrologers started to observe the new Sky and they noted down all changes. Diligently
they were doing this for 30-40 years continuously … when Maharishi Bhrigu finally adjusted everything. Some
things he did alone, but some things together with the Sage Manu. It seems … Manu Samhita (Manu Smriti) …,
came out as a result of their together work. As well, Bhrigu produced … Bhrigu Samhita …, but that did not
survive, they say. It has to be mentioned that … Surya Siddhanta …, the capital work on which Jyotish Science is
based, was also re-tuned. This is something that we inherited from a previous civilization, but now, the tuning was
needed. That was done by Maharishi Bhrigu as well. Surya Siddhanta contains formulas on how to calculate
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planetary positions, and this is fundamental knowledge for all Jyotish. They did not have ephemerides at that
time. All formulas are the result of observations performed throughout a long time. Along with Earth’s axis tilt,
formulas changed as well, and they were supposed to be adjusted. Thus, altogether, the huge job was supposed
to be done on structuring the entirely new knowledge system. They were setting up the new paradigm entirely.
After Sage Manu departed, as being very old probably, Maharishi Bhrigu continued alone, or with some other
experts. He delivered all this knowledge to younger generations. Maharishi Bhrigu belongs to our era, and that
means the era after the Flood, while Sage Manu was born in the previous era, survived The Flood, and made all
whatever was needed for setting the new paradigm again. Because … everything was simply different. In Vedic
terms, Jyotish is the fundamental science, and due to that fact, it is the base for calculating all Vedic celebrations,
and for performing pujas, and Vedic chantings. All that stays at the very core of the Vedic Civilization.
Finally, here is the natal chart of the Maharishi Bhrigu …

The natal chart of Sage Bhrigu (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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I just want to make one very important note. You are watching on the natal chart of the person who was born,
and who lived some twelve thousand years ago! Again we can recall our imaginary wall clock … the wall clock on
the wall in the house where Bhrigu was born. Imagine that this wall clock was tuned to the sundial in front of the
house. The wall clock had shown exactly 3.02 AM LMT when Bhrigu was Born. Isn’t that incredible!?
It is interesting to note that Guru-Jupiter is exalted in the main natal chart, while it is debilitated in the Navamsa
Chart. This will tell that in the early years of his life he couldn’t enjoy Guru Exaltation, conditions for developing
nice Guru qualities were still too harsh. He was facing, or he was passing through, some troubles. Only later on,
when he was in his thirties, Guru has loosened the debilitated grip and it has shown full exaltation. Guru is with
Rahu, again in Guru Chandal Yoga, but Shukra is there as well. Guru and Rahu enriched by the qualities of Shukra
and Chandra give the fifth aspect to Mangal-Mars in the fifth. This is one very important moment. They say that
one son of Bhrigu became even more famous than the father himself. They say he became the Shukra himself.
Yes, the Shukra from Jyotish! I cannot make any comment on this … just to say that circumstances about MangalMars and fifth house, they are all very, very strong. Ascendant is also ruled by Guru-Jupiter, and there is
Parivarthana Yoga between Guru and Chandra as well. Budha-Mercury is exalted and very strong … Well, all
together … this is it! This is Maharishi Bhrigu.
So, now, can that somehow help us to find out when Parashurama lived? Of course, it can! Now we know that the
table of world ages given to us from Sri Yukteshwar is … correct. And then … what to do next?
Well, I was watching this table and did observe that every transition of yugas is marked somehow with the big
incarnation of Vishnu. We saw that Krishna is there on one threshold point, but not on the threshold point of
Dwapara to Kali. In fact, Krishna appeared at the threshold point between … Treta Yuga and Dwapara Yuga!
What we have in scriptures now, telling that Krishna was incarnated at the beginning of Kali Yuga is … just a fake.
This is simply not true!!! This is another scam of Brahmins! Thus, Krishna is there on the threshold between Treta
and Dwapara Yuga (3162. B.C.E.)! It is Buddha who occurred just at the beginning of Kali Yuga (681. B.C.E.), just to
smoothen that very sensitive period when Cosmic Order on Earth was almost broken completely. It is about that
time that all big forgeries are done … including the Old Testament of the Bible … and we know also that it is about
that time that legendary Troy and belonging civilization behind was translated to Greece in order to be Greek
cultural heritage … And many, many other forgeries did happen exactly about that time, around … 700. B. C. E.
King Rama is also not there where they say he is. This is faked as well! He did not occur at the threshold point
between Treta Yuga and Dwapara Yuga. He occurred during the Treta Yuga, deep into the Treta Yuga, almost just
as a middle point of Treta Yuga.
Furthermore, now we know that Matsya Avatar appeared little before the Big Flood, some 12.000 years ago.
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Sage Parashurama
And then, what do we have? We have one empty threshold point, the threshold point between Satya Yuga and
Treta Yuga, and nobody is there as far as we know. But, is that right that nobody is there? I was just curious
enough, and I did say to myself, well, let’s try again something … And … Bingo! It was there! Parashurama was
right there on the threshold point between Satya Yuga and Treta Yuga!
Vishnu Avatar Parashurama was born on March 9, 6.704. B.C.E. at 7.20 AM LMT. This is just there at the threshold
point when the Satya Yuga, the Golden Age, was sliding into the Treta Yuga … the Silver Age.
Nevertheless, before showing the natal chart need to mention one very important point. As we are now walking
along different yugas, there is one thing we need to be aware of. According to the great Jyotish astrologer of our
present time … Sanjay Rath …, when considering padas in the natal chart, we need to know that only in Sat Yuga
all four padas are active, in Treta Yuga three padas are active, in Dwapara Yuga two padas are active, and in Kali
Yuga only one pada is active. This is all about the Bull of Dharma which stays on four legs in Sat Yuga only, while in
other yugas loses one leg in each subsequent lower yuga period. Well, this is maybe a little bit advanced concept,
but it can be proved as very important when considering the natal charts of people who lived in different yugas.
I’ve just wanted to remind you of that very important rule.
By the way, this name … Sanjay Rath …, we definitely need to remember. Because he is the one who is closely
connected with Jagannatha Hora Jyotish Software I mentioned before to be at the very core of this research, and
behind this incredible adventure. It is true, the designer of this valuable software, which I call … The Time
Machine … as well, is … P.V.R. Narasimha Rao …, the Computer Science Engineer. Nevertheless, he gives credit to
Jyotish Astrologer Sanjay Rath, whose knowledge was essential for building up and designing that precious
software.
Finally, this is the natal chart of the Sage Parashurama …
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The natal chart of Parashurama (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.

What do we have here?
Again, in the lagna-ascendant, we have exalted Guru in conjunction with Rahu, what makes Guru Chandal Yoga.
Surya, Budha, and Shukra, are in the twelfth, saying that person possesses deep spiritual inclination and has
reclusive nature of sanyasi. The position of Surya indicates the loss of a father at some stage, and that really did
happen. Parashurama was born in the family of Brahmin having all material comfort. We see that Shukra is
exalted in the navamsa divisional chart, which will give that houses four and eleventh and twelfth in the main
chart are exalted as well. We have very strong Mangal-Mars in the second house, giving the eighth aspect to the
Chandra-Moon in the ninth. That means, a warrior in the family … and this is what he was. Chandra is in
Parivarthana Yoga together with Guru. There is a mutual aspect of Mangal and Sani placed in the fifth, Mangal’s
house. There is a fifth aspect of exalted Guru and Rahu on the same house. We know this is a house of education,
and really, the story has it that Shiva himself gave long-term education to Parashurama. Shiva gave him the most
sophisticated weaponry of all times, along with very exhaustive training how to use all that. The ax itself, they say,
comes from Shiva. Parashurama was highly trained in all kind of fighting. Amazing!
When we look at the Dasha system, we see that as usual, the first dasha is Sani or Budha, making that Ketu
Mahadasha coming very early in life, indicating a strong and powerful spiritual leader. All together … one very,
very extraordinary incarnation …
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Sage Manu
Well, after seeing these two amazing natal charts of the Maharishi Bhrigu and the Sage Parashurama, the
question was raised, what about the Sage Manu? It is actually the basic fact that the Sage Bhrigu was
contemporary of the sage Manu, what opened the gate for the entire chain of events and natal charts of two very
important leaders to be deciphered. Now, the question is, what can we do about the natal chart of the Sage Manu
himself? So far I was going around this problem in a big circle, but the question is being launched eventually, and
it is vibrating all around very intensively.
In fact, maybe we can do something …
To be honest, I was thinking about that problem for a long time, and then somehow the rescue idea has flashed.
The thing is that we need to think carefully who this person, whom we know under the name Manu, we need to
think properly who that person is. We need to find his true incarnation line. In fact, we need to find his true
cosmic incarnation line and the true cosmic origin. We have seen so far that almost every incarnation of Vishnu is
followed, better to say preceded, by another great personality incarnation. At this moment we still do not have
his real name, but we know him very well actually because he has been coming along with endless incarnation
chain. We know him as Zarathustra, Plato, as John the Baptist, great Sage Veda Vyasa, and furthermore, we shall
probably find him as the … Adi Shankara …, the great rishi who lived around fourth century B.C.E., and who
established a great school where teaching about … Advaita Vedanta … was consolidated. Nevertheless, this is not
all. We shall probably find him as the great … Sage Vasishta … who was around King Rama. Just to remind, Sage
Vasishta was a guru and court priest of the King Dasharatha, the father of King Rama. He was the … Raj Purohit.
He was also considered as the first sage of Vedanta. At the same time he, the Sage Vasishta, acted as a prime
minister. Therefore, he played a very, very important role in the story of King Rama indeed.
Due to all that, we need to consider his personality very seriously, because he accomplished all these
extraordinary incarnations, and we need to find out who he really is after all.
Indeed, the name Vasishta was vibrating in my mind. Then I did extensive research on this name, and what comes
out is absolutely stunning. The name itself entered me into research on Seven Saptarishis, where Vasishta is
mentioned as one of them also. Well, the Vedic story has it that when Lord Brahma created the entire Creation,
the first step after structuring universes was that he started to create beings who will assist him in seeding the life
further on. The general name for such beings is … Prajapatis … what would also say … Forefathers of Humanity …
Somewhere we shall also find the term … Seeders … associated with. Thus, first of all, out of his body Lord Brahma
created seven beings called … Saptarishis …, and some of them could possibly be even twins. One of them, one of
these Saptarishis, was/is … Vasishta … and according to the story he was created out of the Mind of the Lord
Brahma. He has been playing a very important role in the evolution of the entire Creation, and therefore we can
assume he is involved in very important projects together with Lord Vishnu himself. That is the reason we find him
always together with Vishnu incarnations, after all.
It is true, this name … Vasishta …, we find on many places in Vedic stories. Apart from the story of King Rama, we
find him like the grandfather of the Sage Parashara, who was also carrying the name … Vasishta. Furthermore,
during the time of … King Sudas …, we have two great rishis around; Rishi Vishvamitra, and Rishi Vasishta again.
Therefore, we see that this name is coming up repeatedly.
Well, I considered that repeating the name Vasishta along with Vishnu incarnations, is not just an ordinary
coincidence. I considered it is not random. I’ve just considered that this could possibly be the great Saptarishi
Vasishta himself. If we set up things this way, then we actually know how to cast natal charts of Saptarishi
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Vasishta’s incarnations. I have already demonstrated that on several occasions, with the Sage Veda Vyasa as the
culmination point.
OK then, but what about the sage Manu?
Well, before going further on, need to expose some doubts of mine when thinking about how to cast the natal
chart of the Sage Manu. First of all, I was not sure in the consistency of grahas and their positions at the moment
of birth of the sage Manu, which means I was not sure in longitudes the software is showing, because he was born
before the Big Flood, as we know now. The Sky changed along with the Big Flood, and to be honest, I did not know
how that would reflect on the natal charts of all people born before the Big Flood. But, there is another point as
well. Positions of grahas we are considering now predominantly along with taking ephemerides in our
calculations. Surya Siddhanta uses another approach, it uses ancient formulas based on experimental long-term
observations. This system is definitely very sensitive to Earth's axis change because what is a small tilt in just
about 2 degrees on the level of the axis itself, that will be reflecting as a big deviation when being projected to the
Celestial Sphere. For another system that is based on Ephemerides, though I am not sure entirely, it can be that
they first calculate the position of the planet relative to the Sun, and then this is being projected to the Celestial
Sphere, and Sidereal Zodiac. In that case, it can be that any change of the Earth axis will not reflect the final
position of the grahas in the Sky. Well, this is all just some contemplation of mine. In fact, I did not know what to
do, because my knowledge about any of these two systems is not sufficient to drive proper true conclusions. All
that drove me just to ignore any possible changes along with the Big Flood. I was just thinking, we need to go the
same way as before, and not giving any attention to the year … 9.982 B.C.E. …, when the Big Flood did occur
actually, around the spring, let say so. After all, if some error would come up, that could be on a level of few
degrees only. I was thinking, well, natal charts for people born before the Big Flood should expose some
consistency irrelative to the fact if there is some small error. Besides, it can be that the Jyotish software we use,
somehow, in some unexplainable miraculous way, takes this big change and shift into consideration, and it
adjusted everything properly. Indeed, it can be that NASA knows very well about the Big Flood and when it did
happen, and it can be that they had adjusted planetary ephemerides appropriately!? This is just the hypothesis
right now, to be clear entirely. On the other hand, if they did not take the Big Flood into account, then it is
definitely sure that ephemerides for all dates before spring of 9.982 B.C.E. do carry certain errors. Anyway, I’ve
decided just to ignore the fact about the Big Flood, and I just pretended it is not there.
Another thing that I was contemplating heavily was the point about how old the Sage Manu could possibly have
been at the moment of the Big Flood? This is a very important point indeed. It is very important to narrow down
the time frame of his possible birth. The thing is that people at that time could possibly have lived even several
hundred years. That fact made a big problem for all my attempts in trying to find out the initial point for the
search of the natal chart of the Sage Manu. For some time I simply did not know where to start. Then again, some
flashing idea occurred.
Well, I was just recalling the case of Lord Krishna, where the natal chart was basically found due to the simple
consideration that Guru-Sani conjunction is may be placed in the eighth house. The presence of the Saturn in the
eighth would delay the death drastically, which would mean long life eventually. That means, if Sage Manu was
living a long life, that fact was supposed to be seen through the natal chart itself, therefore it is plausible to expect
that Sani-Saturn is in the eighth house perhaps. Actually, this basic presumption I took as a fact, because he lived
in Sat Yuga when people naturally lived longer, and another thing, due to the nature of his role along with the Big
Flood, it is logical to assume that he lived a very long life just to accomplish many tasks in that critical moment for
the Humanity.
For that reason, let us say that Saturn-Sani in the natal chart of the Sage Manu is also in the eighth house, just as it
was in the case of Lord Krishna.
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In fact, that was so precious assumption indeed, because it led to the discovery of the natal chart of Sage Manu
directly.
As the starting point, I’ve just taken the year of the Big Flood, and that is the year … 9.982 B.C.E … as we know
now. Then by walking the Time Tool of the Jagannatha Hora Jyotish Software back in time slowly, it just settled
very easily on … June 15, 10.042 B.C.E at 9.13 AM LMT … when the Sage Manu was born. Initially, I took
coordinates of New Delhi as a birthplace, because it must have been somewhere around that point. This
uncertainty we need to accept right now, and just go along with it. Maybe, later on, some better idea would come
to locate the proper birthplace. Or, the chart itself sometimes can show what and how it should be. Indeed, the
natal chart itself can give some clues as well. Nevertheless, it came out very soon that coordinates of the ancient
Ayodhya should be used. In several places, I did find that Ayodhya was mentioned as a place where new … Solar
Dynasty Ikshvaku ... was initiated. Ayodhya was their capital. Furthermore, it is very likely that exactly there at
that spot was the capital of the kingdom even before the Big Flood, so the possibility that Manu was born right
there at the same spot, is very big actually. That would mean that after the Big Flood they had returned to the
same spot, and raised the new civilization just there where the previous one was thriving. Furthermore, that
would show how important is that we did find a proper location of the real Ayodhya, because, now we have
solutions for the birthplace of Sages Manu and Bhrigu eventually. This is a great achievement indeed. This is a
monumental achievement, I would say.
This is how we came to the extraordinary natal chart of the Saptarishi Vasishta being incarnated as the Sage
Manu, at the moment when one civilization was just about to expire and the new one was downing. That was the
time of great faze transition and a big shift from the fifth dimension to the third dimension as well, which left such
a tremendous impact on life on Earth.
This is the natal chart itself …

The natal chart of Sage Manu (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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In fact, that was the first appearance of the Saturn in the eighth house before the Big Flood, but along with
following other rules for Sage Vasishta incarnations as well. We already know that this is always Capricorn-Makar
ascendant-lagna, with Mars-Mangal on the ascendant, which means, Mars is in the first house, in the highest
possible dignity … exalted. Another thing, Rahu should always be in the Sagittarius-Dhanur rasi, and therefore in
the twelfth house. Quite often Chandra-Moon is in the eighth as well and fixed to the Magha nakshatra. This is it!
It was actually very easy. Just one basic additional assumption was supposed to be done … Sani-Saturn in the
eighth house.
Another thing, I’ve noticed that Surya-Sun is the atmakaraka, and I assumed that the ninth house of navamsa
divisional chart would be a nice place for atmakaraka to be placed in. It did appear before in some cases with the
same incarnation line. By the way, this is almost as a rule for all natal charts of Vishnu incarnations, but
nevertheless, it seems that this is very common with all great leaders, and especially with great spiritual leaders.
This is how that unique natal chart was finalized.
Now we need to consider the very name of the Sage Manu. They say that this is not a personal name actually. The
Vedic story has it that this name comes from … Manvantara. Manvantara is a time frame covered by the
leadership of one Manu, though, I am not sure this is the only explanation. Thus, we can also consider it as the
world age, something similar to Yugas, but much longer in duration probably. Very long in duration actually. They
say that 14 Manvantaras makes one … Kalpa …, what is one day of God Brahma, the Creator. One day of God
Brahma is explained as the duration of the entire Creation. The Creation is being created, it lasts for some time,
and then it goes asleep, it will dissolve, and the night of God Brahma will occur … what is being called …
Mahapralaya. This is a long story indeed, and it is better to go back to the topic. They also say that each
Manvantara is being run by different Manu, by different Saptarishi in fact. It is considered that our Manvantara,
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the one we live in, is the seventh one by sequence, and guess who the Saptarishi is? They say that Saptarishi
Vasishta is the one who is heading our Manvantara. Therefore, our Manu is Vasishta indeed. Well, that is fitting
perfectly well. We just confirmed that fact by producing the true natal chart of the Sage Manu as an incarnation of
the Saptarishi Vasishta.
Nevertheless, there is another name associated with our Manu. They say his real name is … Vaivasvata … or other
names were used as well, like … Sraddhadeva or Satyavrata. Puranas expose the fact that he was a king before
the Flood and then Matsya, the Fish, came to him with warning … this is what we already discussed actually. Well,
the new thing is that our Manu, or Vaivasvata, was probably … the king! Can we see that from the natal chart of
Manu? I think we can confirm that fact. Well, Surya is placed in the eleventh, which is not an ideal place for a king
to be, but we need to consider it a different way. The thing is that our Manu-Vaivasvata was the spiritual leader
and king at the same time. His natal chart exposes the predominant spiritual leadership. That was the time when
spiritual development and level of consciousness was the basic prerequisite for leadership to be done. The leader
was the one who was the most developed spiritually. That makes sense, considering the fact that this is almost at
the top of the Sat Yuga, the Golden Age. Therefore, we can just continue to use this name … Manu Vaivasvata …
But, Manu can be considered as a personal name in this case as well. Because, we find out that Chandra-Moon in
his natal chart is in the Magha nakshatra, and according to Namkaran … the syllable … Maa … or … Ma … is
recommended for the beginning of the name. According to Jyotish rules and regulations, the proper sound is
assigned to every nakshatra pada of the nakshatra where the Moon-Chandra is being placed. This is how personal
names are being chosen in Vedic tradition, and that is used on a grand scale even today. Therefore, this gives us
that … Manu … is quite possibly a personal name in this case.
Thus, we are easily coming to another hypothetical problem. In many Vedic texts, we find that the Sage Vasishta
was the founder of the legendary … Ikshvaku Dynasty - The Solar Dynasty … which lasted for many thousand
years, and whose prominent member was King Rama himself. They say that Ikshvaku was one of the ten sons of
King Vaivasvata. In fact, I did find that Sage Manu or King Vaivasvata, had about sixty kids, but only ten of them
became famous, because the other fifty have been involved in some disputes, quarrels, and they did not establish
themselves properly. That would be in a tune with the natal chart entirely, because as feedback from the navamsa
divisional chart we have exalted Chandra-Moon coming to the fifth house of the main natal chart, which denotes
children, as far as we know. In fact, such combination would give affluence of children. At the same time, ShukraVenus is the lord of the fifth, nicely posited in the tenth house, in the own house, providing high dignity, but in
Rahu’s Swati nakshatra, what would emphasize reproduction again. All that is saying that the person would have a
lot of children indeed. Nevertheless, there are some afflictions, because together with Chandra, Saturn, and Ketu,
two extraordinary malefic grahas, would be part of the feedback from navamsa as well, and this will give very
strong afflictions to the fifth house as well.
Fine, if this is all true, and now we’ve just confirmed it is very close to being true, then, why do we know so less
about the King Ikshvaku, if this is his right name after all? As we have witnessed that Vishnu himself incarnates
always as a strong king, but as a spiritual leader as well, why it is not he the one who would establish the new
dynasty together with the Saptarishi Vasishta who incarnated as a King-Sage Manu-Vaivasvata? Indeed, isn’t it
logical to expect that he, Vishnu himself, would be around at that so extraordinary time? After all, establishing a
new dynasty that will last for thousands of years, is quite a monumental undertaking, and I would say that he,
Vishnu himself, would be around anyway, no matter what conditions possibly would have been around.
But, what if he was around? What if Vishnu was incarnated around? Well, how that could possibly be? We know
that Sage Bhrigu was there, incarnated just about four years after the Flood. We just proved that with the natal
chart and this is the fact that cannot be challenged anymore. How then Vishnu can be there as a king as well?
Well, this is the catch I spent a lot of time contemplating on, just to decipher that puzzle entirely. It took some
time indeed to realize in the final stage, that there is no discrepancy. Because we need to do only one additional
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thing. One small additional assumption is supposed to be done. We need to enter the equality sign between …
Sage Bhrigu and King Ikshvaku …!!!
Sage Bhrigu = King Ikshvaku
Because, to put it simply, they are one, and the same person. Definitely!!! The Sage Bhrigu is the son of the Sage
Manu-Vaivasvata. This is why king Ikshvaku was so neglected and faded out, because, a big portion of his work
was given to another personality. Therefore, Ikshvaku was a king-sage, absolutely the same as his father Sage-King
Manu-Vaivasvata. In one place I did find that King Ikshvaku had a hundred sons. His successor was his son
Vikukshi, and after that Vishnu incarnated again as a King Paranjaya. This is how Solar Dynasty Ikshvaku came into
existence, and it lasted for a long time indeed.
Well, now we definitely need to turn back to the natal chart of the Sage Bhrigu again. This is the natal chart of the
king actually. However, Surya, is in the second house, unusual for a king, to be honest, but we need to recall one
similar case where the Surya-Sun was/is in the second as well. This is with the great king, warrior, mathematician,
astrologer, and social reformer … Alexander of Macedon …, known also as the Ptolemy I Soter, Euclid, and
Claudius Ptolemy. All four personalities should be united and we have to look at it as the one historical person
who lived in the 4th century B.C.E. There in his case, we have seen Surya in the second house as well, but with
Chandra –Moon, to be honest, what would additionally give importance to the second house … to the Family, and
to the Mother who did play a very important role. The presence of Surya in the second house would give a very
clear reading … a person is born within the royal family.
Unbelievable, isn’t it!? The entire turnover is absolutely stunning indeed! We’ve just discovered that the Sage
Bhrigu is a fictive historical figure. In fact, he is not a historical figure at all, because, simply, he did not exist. He
never did exist! All achievements of the imaginary character called the Sage Bhrigu should be ascribed to the King
Ikshvaku. Nevertheless, I already have exposed my doubts if this is the right name as well. In one place I did find
that … Ikshvaku … meaning is … a sugar cane. This is probably referring to his sweet nature because KarkhaCancer lagna people usually expose plenty of emotions and a very compassionate and sattvic nature. But in
another place, I did find that meaning of this name is … sour cucumber. As this is completely opposite meaning,
that explanation I would consider as a scam of our “history makers” and “Veda compilers”. This will be very
probably proved as a false meaning. I must say, along with all manipulations and tricks of history twisting, it
becomes hilarious sometimes.
As I mentioned already, the story about Sage-King Manu-Vaivasvata was an inspiration for biblical Noah. There is
no doubt about that, because, the story about the Fish and the Flood cannot be mistaken. Nevertheless, within
the Old Testament, there is another character with a very important role as well. This is … Abraham …, the
patriarchal character who is at the base of all so-called Abrahamic Religions. As I am contemplating this topic
intensively, this name attracted my attention. Even though his connection with Noah in the Old Testament is not
entirely clear, it is not explicit, I wondered if there is any connection to the Vedic story. Just to mention, Biblical
Abraham is not a fictive character translated from the time of the Big Flood. It will be proved soon this is the
unique and very real character, who is not to be mixed up with anybody else.
Sage-King Manu-Vaivasvata was exactly sixty years of age when the Flood had happened. Just about four years,
later on, his son and successor Ikshvaku-Bhrigu was born. If we look into Manu’s natal chart now, that would be …
Ra-Ch-Bu-Sk-Sa-Sa … the planetary period when Ikshvaku-Bhrigu was born on March 26, 9978 B.C.E. This very
definite and very precise point was used to calibrate the natal chart of the Sage-King Manu-Vaivasvata. This is to
say that the imaginary clock on the wall in the house where Manu was born, the clock which was adjusted and
tuned with the sundial in front of the house, had shown exactly 9.13 AM LMT, on June 15, 10.042 B.C.E. when he
was born. Now we also know for sure that coordinates of real Ayodhya-Akodiya should be used. All that gives us
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phenomenal precision of the natal chart. Of course, not to forget about my initially exposed dilemma due to the
question of how much we can trust and lean on the longitudes of planets before the Big Flood.
Well, as I mentioned terms like Kalpa and Manvantara before, need to say few additional things. I’ve just
mentioned that because of the nature of the story itself. I am not going to discuss these terms right now, because,
simply, it is too early. This is so complex topic, and I am not sure we can comprehend everything right now. We
especially cannot comprehend such ideas before we make clarifications about the cycles of yugas and how they
do function. We need to understand the cycles of yugas first, and then maybe some ideas would come about
Kalpa and Manvantara themselves.
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Cycles of Yugas or World Ages
After elaborating and absorbing all the mentioned facts and intelligence, we see that the table of Shri
Yukteshwar is correct. It is perfectly true and correct. The full cycle of short yugas is exactly 24.000 years, with
12.000 years as a half-cycle. Thus, the period is 24.000 years exactly. It is neither around 24.000 years … nor
23.000 years … nor 20.000 … Or, better to say, it is not any other amount or number. It is exactly 24.000 years!!!
Though, we are focused on the last half-cycle with 12.000 years of duration, because this is our reality. Each
threshold point of corresponding yugas, or important crossroads, is marked with the big incarnation of Vishnu.
We call them primary incarnations of Vishnu or … Dasavatharam. We found them all. In fact, we did find all those
we are most interested in right now. We did find Gautama Buddha, Lord Krishna, King Rama, Parashurama, and
we confirmed Matsya Avatar as well. This is five out of nine. Others, like Kurma, Varaha, Narasimha and Vamana
we leave for some other time frame and some other situations. They are very exotic, so to say, and I am not sure
we can comprehend everything yet. After all, there is a huge discussion about these ten primary incarnations of
Vishnu, with many versions and variations, and I suggest we stay away from this discussion for the time being.
Nevertheless, there is another very important revelation springing out as a consequence. It is very important to
note that all these Dasavatharam belong to our present cycle, or better to say … half-cycle. All of them, from the
first-mentioned Matsya Avatar, along with Kurma, Varaha, Narasimha, and Vamana whom we still have to find,
and including Parashurama, King Rama, and Lord Krishna to the last-mentioned Gautama Buddha, whose natal
charts we did find recently, well, they all do belong to our cycle of yugas, better to say to our half cycle of 12.000
years. This is an incredible revelation indeed. Because, some would like to claim that King Rama, whose natal
chart we just discovered recently, along with very consistent story confirmed with natal charts of his wife Sita, his
father and mother, including all three brothers, and including fantastic celestial symbolism, well, some would like
to claim that this is not our King Rama. They would rather say that Vedas are referring to some other Rama who
lived many million years ago. They would even mention 15-16 million years ago. Please be aware that this is
notorious nonsense. It is true, perhaps another Rama was living some 15-16 million years ago because cycles are
repeating. This is all true. But we do not care about it! What do we care about cycles before our present one?
Especially we do not care about cycles before some few million years, let say so, simply because they do not have
any importance for us, no any connection with us. After all, why on Earth would somebody wishing to talk in
Vedas about what was happening some 15 million years ago, and not about our present cycle? This is insane!
What do we know about that time? We even do not remember and understand properly how life was going on
some few thousand years ago, and why then go to such extremes like million and million years ago!?
In fact, there is only one explanation for forcing such kind of opinion. Somebody wants to make a smoke over that
era. Somebody wants to black it out completely. Such contradicting opinions, like the one that King Rama lived
million and million years ago, belong to the old paradigm. It belongs to the paradigm of ignorance. Unfortunately,
among us, some such people will have a lot of difficulties tuning with the new revelations of the New Paradigm.
Basically, this comes due to two reasons mainly. The first reason is … ignorance. They could possibly be so
ignorant, and on some very low vibrational level, that it will never be possible to understand and tune with the
New Paradigm. Furthermore, it can also be that their IQ is below average, on some very questionable level, better
to say.
The second reason for forcing such kind of opinion that King Rama lived million and million years ago is …
intentional manipulation. Unfortunately, there are some individuals among us, who would try intentionally to
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force wrong interpretations. Well, I do not want to talk about them right now. Just to say that they do belong to
some very dark and murky agenda who, after all, made this fraudulent manipulation of History. It seems, though
in traces today, they are still among us, and they are still trying to do some mess. Nevertheless, need to say, their
time is running out now. The Game is over! The present time and future belong to all those who are ready to tune
with the New Paradigm. This is the end of the world we know, and some new world will occur out of mentioned
forthcoming changes. That is the reason we say that … worlds are splitting. The … splitting of worlds …, and …
deconstructing the illusion …, these are two very important syntagms we need to be focused on.
Indeed, we shouldn't waste our time with what had happened some million and million years ago. It is better to
turn our attention to our present time, and that includes the entire cycle we belong to, our cycle of yugas, and
what we call … The Great Year … We need to understand truly and entirely how this cycle of yugas functions, and
how yugas do function after all. Also, we need to try to understand properly why all these cycles are happening.
David Frawley offers a very interesting scientific explanations for such cycles, for Yuga cycles of World Ages. As it
is explained, this is all result of the very complex moving of planet Earth together with our Sun and the entire
Solar System throughout the vast Universe. It is all about astronomy. The thing is that we live in a very dynamic
Universe, and due to some known and sometimes less unknown astronomical facts, our planet Earth performs
some 8-10 very complex moving within the Universe, but … simultaneously …, at the same time.
We somehow know about the rotation of Earth around its axis. As we know, this will provoke an exchange of day
and night. Then, we do know about rotation around our local star … the Sun. That will make seasons and cycles of
one-year duration. But next, just as an extension, they say, it comes the Great Year, caused by mutual influence
and rotation around another star. In fact, they say that our Sun has a twin star, which is not so bright by the way,
and that is the reason we do not see it so clearly all the time. They say this is a dark or brown dwarf star, and
sometimes they call it just as … dark companion.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_star

Especially take a focus on such kind of moving …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_star#/media/File:Orbit5.gif

Well, such a theory that our Sun has a twin star, for sure can be very surprising for many, but need to mention
that within the entire Universe it is more as a rule that stars come in groups; two, three, and even more stars, are
grouped. In fact, it is very rare to find one, single and isolated star or sun. Nobody wants to be alone, this is for
sure.
To document this part of the story, the motion of our sun within the binary star system, I would like to present
something new and very recent. There is one scientific revelation achieved at Caltech University in the USA, where
the plausibility of the theory that our sun is part of the binary star system was proved. In fact, the revelation itself
is talking about enigmatic and mysterious Planet Nine, or Planet X, as somebody would call it. In the search for
this giant planet that occasionally comes close to the Earth, astronomers noticed something very interesting
indeed.
http://www.caltech.edu/news/caltech-researchers-find-evidence-real-ninth-planet-49523

They’ve noticed that some objects close to the end of our solar system, within the so-called Kuiper Belt, have very
unusual trajectories. Several candidates for the Planet Nine have such unusual paths so that it becomes obvious
that something very big and strong is forcing them to perform such a moving. Perhaps, for easy interpretation, it
would be better to see the photo below.
http://mediaassets.caltech.edu/evidence_of_ninth_planet
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The photo is taken from … http://mediaassets.caltech.edu/documents/44-p9_kbo_orbits_labeled_1_.jpg

This is an amazing animation showing that supposed Planet Nine is circling about two stars, including our sun. The
Planet Nine, along with following this even more strange trajectory by rotating around two suns, it only
occasionally comes close to the Earth itself. Nevertheless, just coming that close would be enough to produce
unprecedented changes on Earth. Indeed, it seems it is huge; several times bigger than our planet.
The revelation itself was noticed, published in media, but it was not taken very seriously it seems, because they
continue to search for other options. Nevertheless, researchers Mike Brown and Konstantin Batygin are convinced
they finally solved the puzzle of the so long searched Planet Nine. The complete research was exposed under the
title … Evidence for a Distant Giant Planet in the Solar System … and can be found at the following link …
https://authors.library.caltech.edu/63794/
https://authors.library.caltech.edu/63794/1/document.pdf

Thus, everything fits in. We have now the short cycle, and we have now a Giant planet Nine, and very possibly we
have two suns connected. Therefore, this is the reason, this binary motion, for emerging of such cycle like the
short cycle of yugas with the period of revolution of 24.000 years. They also say it is exactly this kind of moving to
result with … the Precession of the Equinox … and this is just another kind of moving of our planet Earth. In fact,
the Earth’s axis is not fixed in space; it is wobbling and making kind of circle within 24.000 years exactly.
Nevertheless, even though we know the precise duration of that cycle, there is another problem popping up. The
thing is that the orbiting velocity of these two stars is not constant. When they are very close, as it is the case right
now, their mutual speed is drastically increased, and when they are very far from each other, the speed of
rotation is dramatically reduced. This will give some fluctuation frame of the speed. That is the reason that
calculations for the complete period vary from 20.000 to 26.000 years. This is all true, just need to say, 24.000
years is … the meantime. Well, it is obvious now that we know the exact period of that cycle. Then if we know the
period, we can easily calculate the frequency of exchanges, which is defined by the relation … f=1/T … Well, if we
know the frequency, that enters us into the formula for sine wave calculation, and I wonder if any unknown
variable can be calculated and determined. In fact, all that can easily enter us into very complex mathematics
procedures, where we can process and define any unknown variable.
Some people say that the Precession of the Equinox is closely connected with the ayanamsa. I think we need to
follow Surya Siddhanta's philosophy of the ayanamsa, with the oscillating type of ayanamsa known as …
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trepidation. After all, Vedic Civilization in India was based upon such kind of ayanamsa. Just to mention, almost all
cultures later on adopted that kind of ayanamsa as well, like Persian Culture and Arabic Culture for example.
Interestingly, it was also used within entire Europe until Copernicus. This is what they say. Very interesting
indeed! It seems that the entire ancient world used exactly such kind of oscillating ayanamsa based on
trepidation.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ayanamsa

By the way, I am using … True Lahiri Ayanamsa –Chitrapaksha …, with Spica star in the middle of Chaitra always.
Well, I am using that ayanamsa just due to inertia, because I used it before when I did not know quite a lot about
all these problems. Nevertheless, as all is resulting in very consistent natal charts readings, what means pretty
precise natal charts irrelative to the fact that we are walking along different world ages, and irrespective to the
fact that we are going many thousand years back in time, then, I can definitely conclude that this ayanamsa is
quite a confident one. It must be that internally this ayanamsa is in tune with the Surya Siddhanta entirely. But
this is still the field open for further researches and experimenting. Perhaps some even better results could be
achieved with some other ayanamsa. Indeed, I invite all experts to do such researches and experiments.
Then, there is another cycle of yugas, caused probably by the rotation of our Sun and twin star together, around
the center of our Galaxy Milky Way. This is a much longer cycle indeed where, it seems, we do not have enough
information about where exactly we are right now. Though, based on the very low level of life organization on
Earth right now, some would claim we are in Kali Yuga as well. According to some information, Kali Yuga in such a
longer cycle of yugas would last 216.000 years. Then, because there are descending and ascending Kali Yuga just
one after another, the complete Kali Yuga would last 432.000 years. One Dwapara Yuga would be
2X216.000=432.000 years, and because there are two Dwapara Yugas within the entire cycle, this is coming to
864.000 years. Therefore, only Kali Yuga and Dwapara Yuga would last 1.296.000 years within the long cycle of
yugas, which means that the complete cycle would be some few million years in duration. This is probably the
partial source of the mistake with yugas and their duration. Somebody, probably intentionally, mixed up short and
long yugas, and that resulted in some insane interpretations of course. Nevertheless, it can be that now when we
have decoded the short cycle of yugas entirely, and when we did find proper positioning of ourselves within, it can
be that would give some answers where we are within the longer cycle of yugas as well.
Well, this is where we shall stop with all these complex moving, rotations, as well as with flying and soaring over
the entire Universe because that would exceed the purpose of this text. Nevertheless, we need to conclude that
all the Universe is functioning in terms of rotations and revolutions. Basically, this is circling … and we can
represent it with … the circle …

The picture was taken from the following link … http://clipartfans.com/post/circle-clip-art-3.html
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Then, the circle, when we are considering it as a function of time, becomes something else. The circle itself turns
into the sine wave.

The picture was taken from the following link …
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/35691584/animate-a-uiview-on-a-sine-wave-path

The sine wave, or simply … the sinusoid … is a mathematical curve that defines the circle as a function of time. But
not only that. It defines, and it is depicting perfectly, the nature of ever-changing life. It defines perfectly always
going changes in the never-ending evolutionary process. It defines cycles we are just talking about … never-ending
cycles. Thus, if we take all that into mathematical and analytical form, I am sure that cycles of yugas and world
ages we can represent mathematically as well. Of course, in reality, it is not so ideal, and it can be discovered that
sinusoid would turn into some irregular pattern. But this will still be the sine wave, and I am just so curious to see
it mathematically and graphically expressed.
https://betterexplained.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/circle-two-sine-waves.gif

I am mentioning all this because we need to make a radical change in watching and researching History Science.
Instead of Linear History which is proved as a big deviation and now belongs to the old and expired paradigm only,
we need to turn back to the Cyclic History, the History defined in terms of cycles, like cycles of yugas, for example.
Because, with all due respect for the Line and being linear, the Line and linearity don’t have anything to do with
the History Science. To put it a different way, because we interact actively with the real Space and the real
Universe, where everything goes in cycles, and where everything is cyclic, then we just follow our reality, and no
need to invent an imaginary one. After all, we have so nice and beautiful Cyclic History, and why invent an
imaginary Linear one?
Thus, our reality on Earth is defined entirely by astronomical events. Nevertheless, this is just the consequence as
well. Something else is at the core of the entire story. We learned already that every structure whichever has
been manifesting on this plane of material existence has a … Brahmastan. This is from where the energy and
intelligence needed to sustain that structure emanate. Thus, whatever was born in this Universe has a
Brahmastan. Our Galaxy has its own Brahmastan as well, and it is being called … Vishnunabhi … The Naval of
Vishnu … It is from there that all energy and intelligence needed for nourishing and sustaining the life on Earth
emanate as well. There is a name for this energy as well. This is …Ether-Akasha … Then again, the question can be
raised, what is Ether-Akasha?
Yes, this is an absolutely stunning topic. The Precession of the Equinox ... Cycles of Yugas ... rise and fall in the
level of consciousness of cultures and civilizations ... this is all connected ...
The level of consciousness we have on Earth depends upon astronomical background. The level of consciousness
of humans on Earth is directly proportional to the level of Ether-Akasha present on the Earth. Thus, the Ether or
Akasha is the keyword. But what is Ether-Akasha?
First, let say what is not. Akasha is not a vacuum! It is not the empty space as well. It is not an Air. It is not the Sky
either. What then Akasha is?
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Akasha is the first expression of the un-manifested transcendental pure consciousness when it starts to manifest.
This is … The Light … from so famous verse of the Genesis:
“And God said “Let there be Light”. And there was Light”.
In fact, we see that we are very familiar with Akasha, with the Ether, the first thing that had occurred in still nonmanifested creation. This is sort of vibration of course, though, it is necessary to explain that it doesn’t have
anything to do with electromagnetic waves or Hertzian waves, how Nikola Tesla called these electromagnetic
waves, which are transverse waves by the way. This is very important to have in mind, because, somehow it
happened, only by mentioning waves and radiation we predominately think on such electromagnetic waves.
Actually, Ether-Akasha is completely another kind of vibration. These waves are pressure waves, what we also call
longitudinal waves. We do not need an antenna to pick them up. Simply, we can influence the Ether-Akasha by
pressure, or … Ether-Akasha can make an influence on us by … pressure. Or, it can simply pass through us … if
some parameters are tuned this way. Ether-Akasha acts and behaves more like fluids, like liquids and gasses.
Ether-Akasha is also being called … Luminiferous Ether ... because it carries the light itself. This is the media in
which the light is being carried on. This immediately gives us an answer if there is something faster than the speed
of light. Of course, there is … the vibration contained in the Ether-Akasha is much faster than light, because,
simply, it carries the light.
Ether-Akasha, due to the fact it is so close to the source, contains enormous energy and power, and all other
manifestations in the Creation occurred from the Ether-Akasha itself, including all material particles, and what we
call material world; this Universe of ours, other parallel universes, and entire Creation literally. Our bodies, our
physiologies, are also produced by Ether-Akasha, but by extremely rarified Ether-Akasha. As we are running away
from the Source, we are actually going down dimensionally, and we have less Ether-Akasha around … our bodies
are less etheric … they are more “material” … and this in the final stage can be proved as a problem. Thus, we
cannot run from the Source endlessly.
In fact, Ether-Akasha is so beneficial for us, for our physical body, and our consciousness as well. Permanent
exposure to such radiation for a certain amount of time daily while radiation is fully adjusted and tuned with
physiology, can cure all our diseases, and can rise our level of consciousness. Therefore, our state of
consciousness is directly and closely related to the Ether-Akasha. Getting Cosmic Consciousness or Enlightenment
how we call it, is nothing else than permeating our body with Ether ... with Akasha ... and this is a completely
mechanical process. Only later on the way, on the way toward God Consciousness (GC), and Unity Consciousness
(UC), it will come devotion. It will come balancing of polarities we have embedded within ourselves ... it will come
… Unity … in the final stage. So Cosmic Consciousness ... Enlightenment ... is nothing else than being established in
Ether-Akasha, and that is the reason we need to have Ether-Akasha around if we want to get higher states of
consciousness. That is the reason for going to the Himalayas, or some other pure natural places, in the quest for
Enlightenment. Spiritual seekers actually search for an unpolluted area where there is a lot of Akasha ... or
Prana ... what is just another name of the same. Ether-Akasha ... Prana ... Orgone … Chi …CANNOT COEXIST with
pollution of any kind. We need natural resources and natural materials all around us. We need a pure nature.
Everything artificial and unnatural has a devastating influence on Ether-Akasha.
But, why do we know so little or almost nothing, about Akasha? This is the essential question, because, AkashaEther ... was forbidden! It was forbidden to talk about, it was forbidden to think about. The knowledge about
Akasha could raise the level of consciousness of Humanity, and that is the reason it was the forbidden topic
entirely for the last few thousand years, all along with this Dark Age we just left behind us. But some few hundred
years ago Ether-Akasha was rediscovered. All along with the Victorian Era, the Ether-Akasha was a subject of deep
scientific research. They did find out that Akasha is directly responsible for Gravitation Force, and it did find its
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way to the formula of Gravitation. But shortly afterward, Akasha mysteriously disappeared from the formula of
Gravitation, as well as it did disappear from the Science itself! 3
Indeed, even some hundred years ago scientists knew about Ether-Akasha very well. Nikola Tesla was one of
them. He very quickly discovered its full potential and power, and he invented ways how to harness Ether-Akasha
and use it for the benefit of mankind on a grand scale. The ancient world was full of such kind machines-power
plants, like pyramids and similar. Even a hundred years ago Tesla did develop the complete technology for the Age
of Enlightenment. He developed special motors which worked on Ether-Akasha, special heaters for heating
houses and homes, light devices ... all on Ether-Akasha. But what was the problem? The problem was ... this
energy was/is free!!!
Thus, shortly after it was rediscovered, Akasha disappeared from the Gravity formula, but luckily it did not
disappear from Patanjali Yoga Sutras ... where it is still involved in Yogic Flying. It is still there! Yogic Flying and
levitation, they are not utopia. This is not wishful thinking. Yogic Flying becomes reality when the body is being
saturated with the Ether-Akasha … and then … the Ether-Akasha takes control over what we call “matter”. And
then Gravitational Force is nullified entirely. This is the scientific background of Yogic Flying and levitation. I invite
all scientists of the New Paradigm to unify their efforts so that Ether-Akasha will be reestablished to the formula
of Gravitation, where it does belong. After all, it seems that a lot of experiments are being done on the so-called …
Antigravity Propulsion System … Though this is a very conspirative field, because, a lot of experiments are being
done in total secrecy.
The fact is that all energy and intelligence (Ether-Akasha) which come to the Earth from the Galactic Centre or
Brahmastan of our galaxy Milky Way, depend upon the moving of the Earth and Solar system throughout Space.
Sometimes this energy flow is obstructed and on Earth, we have dark ages, and vice versa when no abstraction of
energy flow ... there is a bright age on Earth. Therefore, there are cycles ... and cycles ... and cycles ... and cycles
within cycles. Just cycles everywhere! Our planet Earth performs at least 8-10 complex moving simultaneously,
and all that is filtering incoming energy and intelligence. We depend so much on every move in Space. Amazing!
Modern Science of today easily is coming back to rediscover the Ether-Akasha. 4 They already discovered that
about 75% of the energy of the entire Universe is so-called … mysterious Dark Energy. 5 In fact, this is the EtherAkasha. Close to this, they also discovered so-called … Dark Matter.6 This is also the Ether-Akasha, but rarified a
little bit, though without big rarefication so that it did not condense into what we see as a solid matter. It is still
invisible to us and for our instruments, and only by some intermediate ways, we know about it because it is
gravitationally active. Astrophysicists did find that all galaxies including our own, have a big halo (aura) of Dark
Matter, with very strong gravitation, and only one very small percentage condensed into what we see as visible
matter; visible stars, galaxies, and planets. And this is exactly the point where and when the Science will be reborn
again … only when it cognizes the true nature of life, and that is the Ether-Akasha as the first manifestation of unmanifested pure transcendental consciousness.

3 There is a very interesting book with the title “Lost Science” … https://www.amazon.com/Lost-Science-Gerry-Vassilatos/dp/0932813755
by Gerry Vassilatos, exposing that we live far beyond our possibilities when advanced technologies are in question.

4 I would recommend the reading of an extraordinary and so fascinating book “Science and the Akashic Field: An Integral Theory of Everything, Inner

Traditions International, 2004, written by Hungarian philosopher of science, originally a classical pianist, Erwin Laszlo. https://www.amazon.com/ScienceAkashic-Field-Integral-Everything/dp/1594771812

5 Beautiful article under the name “The Quintessential Universe” was published in the special edition of the Scientific American Magazine in December 2002.
An article can be found at the following link … http://astroweb.case.edu/heather/us211.09/darkenergy.pdf

6 An extraordinary article by Vera Rubin under the title “Dark Matter in the Universe” was published in Scientific American Magazine during 1998., and can
be found at the following link … https://mm-gold.azureedge.net/science/physics/DarkMatter-Rubin1998.pdf
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Ether-Akasha was a basic substrate for knowledge systems of all ancient civilizations. Ancient Egypt was entirely
leaned onto the Ether-Akasha. Pyramids of Egypt, are nothing else than Ether-Akasha Machines. All was done to
keep the level of consciousness high according to the standards of Sat Yuga, for which they knew it is about to
fade out. Because, the level of Ether-Akasha on Earth was declining, and with this decline inevitably the level of
consciousness of humans was declining as well. They tried to preserve and prolong a high level of consciousness
as long as was possible. The origin point of the Egyptian Civilization should be considered the same as with the
Vedic Civilization in India, some 18.000 years before our time.
The Vedic Civilization in India was entirely based on the knowledge of Ether-Akasha as well. Veda is knowledge of
how to live in perfect tune with the Natural Law. The basic presumption of Veda is higher states of consciousness
for humans to have because this is considered as a normal state of consciousness for humans to live in. Thus,
Veda and all belonging branches are here just to help us to elevate ourselves into higher states of consciousness.
Therefore, all limbs and subdivisions of Veda, do highlight the search for Ether-Akasha.
Let’s take Sthapatyaveda for example. This is a branch of Vedic Knowledge which is entirely devoted to designing,
architecting, and building homes and houses according to Vastu principles, and that is, how to live fully tuned with
Natural Law, with God’s Laws. The entire Sthapatyaveda is organized and structured just about the point of how
to grasp and use Ether-Akasha to ensure our wellbeing and promote higher states of consciousness. It uses the
basic principle of generating a high amount of negative ions, which are very beneficial for our health and general
well-being. In fact, it uses a very well-known principle that Ether-Akasha when reaching any metal, induces and
generates such enormously high voltages within the lattices of the crystalline structure of the metal, which is
measured in millions of Volts so that electrons will be ejected out of that metallic structure. Then, these electrons
will find themselves soaring in the air, and because they are not stable particles, they will immediately join the
Oxygen atoms, which are just in the vicinity, by the way. Thus, within the outer shell, the atom of Oxygen will have
eight electrons instead of six, and that will promote it into a negative ion. That is the reason we always have …
metallic Kalash … on top of the Sthapatyaveda House for such a “miracle” to happen. And then, we have the
Brahmastan of the house, just as a freeway to carry all these freshly generated negative ions around every part,
and every corner of the house, so that dwellers can enjoy the beneficial effects of negative ions. Even a small
amount of negative ions will produce dramatic effects on our health. Nevertheless, with further increase in the
number of negative ions around us, that will promote clear vision and dramatic change in the size of the pineal
gland, where is the seat of all what we call … paranormal and metaphysical. Well then, this is the basis for what
we call … higher states of consciousness. Therefore, the Sthapatyaveda is basically leaning on the science of
electricity, so you will need a good electronic engineer to consult at first. Though need to say, that should be an
electronic engineer of the New Paradigm, who knows that behind any electric and electronic manifestation, there
is actually the Ether-Akasha behind. In fact, when the Vedic Civilization was at its peak, Sthapatyaveda was part of
the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish, where it entirely belongs because of very strong connections with the entire
Universe. Therefore, if you are involved in such projects, ensure that you have proper metallic Kalash on top of
your Sthapatyaveda house so that Ether-Akasha can do the final “magic” for you.
Well, based on all that, it becomes clear that the Ether-Akasha is the main target of our search and our quest.
Because, when we find and when we truly understand the true nature of Ether-Akasha, then the Enlightenment is
not far away anymore. Thus, the search and quest for Ether-Akasha become our primary aim. Though need to
mention this, we have to be careful with ancient texts and scriptures, because, simply they have undergone
terrible changes and modifications along with descending cycle and dark era we just left behind. Likely, we shall
not find the Ether-Akasha there.
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Conclusion
Well, let us now try to summarize a little bit. For the purpose of clarity, I will highlight again the importance of
the table made by Sri Yukteshwar and David Frawley, for which we just discovered it is perfectly true.

Descending Yugas
11,501 BCE – 6701 BCE
6701 BCE – 3101 BCE
3101 BCE – 701 BCE
701 BCE – 499 AD

Ascending Yugas
499 AD – 1699 AD
1699 AD – 4099 AD
4099 AD – 7699 AD
7699 AD – 12,499 AD

The era from the Big Flood to the Parashurama, that was Sat Yuga, the Age of Truth, or, the Golden Age. In fact,
Sat Yuga started in 11.501 B.C.E. and lasted all until 6.701 B.C.E. We hardly can understand how people did live at
that time. Even more difficult is to imagine what and how life was going on before the Big Flood. Nevertheless,
from the descriptions in the story of Sage Bhrigu and Sage Manu, we see that the Vedic Civilization was already at
the peak at that time. That civilization was thriving around the Sarasvati River, which was the main and the
biggest river in India at that time. Though we need to highlight that point, Vedic Civilization was spread all over
the Indian subcontinent of that time. It was spread even further on, I would say because, in every era and world
age, people do share almost the same level of consciousness. Furthermore, even at that time, at the time of sages
Manu and Bhrigu, we saw the story about Suras and Asuras mentioned, and their mutual fight. That means that
even in that bright era there were some differences in opinion, some disputes, and some fighting was going on
due to all that. The story of Suras and Asuras is just reflecting the nature of the relative field of existence when we
live out of Unity Consciousness. Life out of Unity, a life immersed entirely in the Duality, is more like never-ending
Kurukshetra battle-field. That is the reason we say … Kurukshetra - The Battle Field of Life. All that undoubtedly
drive out another conclusion, and that is that very probably Vedic Civilization was sided there long before the Big
Flood itself. I assume that was some 7.000-8.000 years before the Big Flood. That was probably in Dwapara of
Treta Yuga of ascending half-cycle, the half-cycle before our present one which was of descending type all until
the 500 C.E. when it started to ascend again. Based on all that, we can easily calculate that previous big shift and
change on Earth had happened at about 22.000 years B.C.E.
Parashurama would have offered us some clues how the life in Treta Yuga, the Silver Age, was going on. That is
from 6.701 B.C.E to 3.101 B.C.E. We also noticed that some clashes of two different castes were going on at that
time, and that was the reason he incarnated after all. Kshatriyas and Brahmins were deeply involved in some kind
of problematic relationship. Actually, we see that clashes between castes and social classes are not the privilege
of our own era exclusively. Only thing, in different yugas or world ages, different classes will have their own
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clashes, and on the very different way. Also, we find out that King Rama lived in Treta Yuga as well, but just about
the middle point, thus we know quite a lot about the life in the Treta Yuga actually.
Then, along with further decline, Dwapara Yuga came, the Bronze Age, and it was going on all from 3.101 B.C.E.,
all until 701 B.C.E. At the threshold point of Treta Yuga and Dwapara Yuga, Lord Krishna came. In fact, he was born
in Treta Yuga, he lived a long life of about 130 years, and he left the world in Dwapara Yuga. Thus, he was kind of
moderator and bridge between these two yugas. We saw that the cycle, appropriate knowledge, and dharma,
they were all easily declining.
And then Buddha came right as Kali Yuga, the Iron Age, began in 701 B.C.E., just maybe twenty years later on. The
Truth was scattered to many pieces, Cosmic Order broke down, and we had what we had. We did have one of the
darkest periods the Earth had ever witnessed.
Furthermore, we know that Jesus came just about five hundred years before the negative peak of the Kali YugaIron Age when all positive tendencies were minimized very much. He came as a Light in the darkness. Literarily! It
happened that this negative peak of Kali Yuga-Iron Age was about 500 C.E., along with the destruction of the
Roman Empire, which was just the last one of those ancient great civilizations and cultures. All until that point
cultures and civilizations were descending, they were falling down and fading out … all of them … great civilization
of ancient Egypt, Sumerian Culture … Mesopotamian Civilization … Persian Culture … bright Vedic Civilization in
India … all of them were fading out … and the darkness and ignorance of Middle Age were taking over.
Nevertheless, after that turning point in 500. C.E., there was a dramatic change and consciousness easily started
to rise up, very, very slowly though, but with breaking and losing any contact with previous civilizations of
descending type. Around 1.700 C.E., along with Renaissance and exposed enormous thirst for knowledge and
progress, we said Good Bye to the Kali Yuga-Iron Age, and we entered into Dwapara Yuga … ascending Bronze
Age. Therefore, now we know for sure that we are about 300 years in Dwapara Yuga, the Bronze Age, already.
This is one very important revelation. We are not in Kali Yuga anymore!
That means, we already stepped well into ascending Dwapara Yuga, we already are on the bright side, so to say,
but this is just the moment for us to do another big move, and to ascend to the fifth dimension. Therefore, even
brighter future is in front of us definitely.
One more observation is supposed to be done. David Frawley based his observations on the knowledge given by
Shri Yukteshwar. But, where did Sri Yukteshwar earn all that knowledge? Indeed, this is a very good question. I
think it was all taken from Surya Siddhanta, Manu Samhita, and probably some other Vedic texts. In fact, we see
that Surya Siddhanta is very precise. Very precise indeed.
From the point of view of analyzing Jyotish charts, we need to take this fact into account as well. That means,
always have in mind that we are in the Dwapara Yuga now, then accordingly, we need to consider two padas
active in all contemporary natal charts.
Furthermore, we see now that the biblical Big Flood was exactly 12.000 years back in time counting from Winter
Solstice of 2017. This table, which we actually can consider like calendar now … real celestial calendar … is very,
very correct and very precise. It is brutally precise and punctual, so to say. We can tune our watches with it.
Therefore, when seeing how all that is correct and punctual, we need to turn back to the text of David Frawley,
and we need to take a look at it in a different way. The text … Secrets of the Yugas or Word-Ages … we should
take and study word by word. Literally!
https://www.vedanet.com/secrets-of-the-yugas-or-world-ages/

We should read it word by word, again and again, all until it finally settles in our minds that we are at the
threshold point of big and drastic changes. Therefore, it would be much better for all of us, if we start thinking this
way and prepare ourselves properly. Because by following all this … it seems … we can expect very exceptional
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firework very soon … Interestingly, coincidence or not, today is exactly December 19, 2017. This is the moment
when this text with Version 3.0 is being finished and launched, just two days before the Winter Solstice of 2017.
Well, finding when this is about to happen, the exact moment actually, is not an easy task indeed. They are talking
about the alignment of our Solar system with the center of the galaxy plane. However, this is not one unique
point, or perhaps one or a few years needed for. They say that we are traveling over the galaxy plane for several
decades. We saw that the Sage-King Manu-Vaivasvata was highly developed and of highest knowledge, and not to
mention that it was almost at the peak of the Sat Yuga, but still, he did not know what is about to happen very
soon, and he needed help and assistance. And it came from a Fish first, and then later on through the Sage-King
Rhisabhanatha-Bhrigu-Ikshvaku. This is the time when Humanity needs divine intervention more than ever.
In previous versions of this text, I was exposing some possible dates for this event to happen. Well, as the basic
assumption that this event did happen exactly 12.000 years from our present time brought me to discover
amazing natal charts, I was thinking it must be somewhere at the ending point of 2017, or the beginning point of
2018. It was proved wrong, it did not happen. Nevertheless, this does not deny all that I am writing about. It must
be very close anyhow.
Some other sources do mention 2020., as a possible time frame for this event to happen. That would be even
better for us because we have more time to prepare ourselves. However, whatsoever that is, it is definitely just
here behind the corner. It cannot be later than 2021., because one year at least should be as a gap for Vishnu to
come as Ikshvaku King, what is definitely in 9.978 B.C. E., as we have seen in his natal chart. It is also shown now
that some other members of this famous family are found and deciphered, so there is no question about this
point. My basic assumption that we need to watch on the time period exactly 12.000 years before our time is
right. In fact, it is mentioned that they have another approach for seeing when that phase transition will really be
happening. It is said that NASA and all religion centers of the world are watching carefully on the Nibiru, Planet
Nine, or Planet X, how it is also being called. The Nibiru is a planet, several times bigger than Jupiter, which
belongs to another sun that is twin star to our sun, but periodically it comes to touch our Solar system, and enter
deep into it as well. Then, they say, it does produce a big havoc, not by collision, but by strong gravitational force
that is being produced. Some theories speculate with an idea that Nibiru actually does belong to both stars
planetary systems, simply by revolving around both of them. They also say Nibiru comes periodically after every
3.600 years. Well, similarities of this theory with the discovery of the Caltech University team of Planet Nine, this
is a frappant similarity indeed. For me, there is no doubt this is the same story. According to some information,
the Nibiru is spotted around 1982., and since that moment, it is being carefully watched. When it comes very
close, it becomes just as another sun at the Sky, not so bright, but still very visible, and this is how the story about
two suns was developed. Some historical records and some Egyptian hieroglyphs do confirm that story. Here and
there, we can also find some reports, at the moment just occasionally, to be honest, about two suns at the Sky.
They say, when it comes very close, it will not disappear from the Sky anymore, all until that long-awaited
transformation will happen. Therefore, it is also said, for some time we will have two suns at the Sky. When we
see it as a permanent along with our sun, well that would mean we are very close, maybe just a few weeks before
that event. Just to remove another confusion, this other sun-like object visible at the Sky is not another sun, this is
a planet, this is Nibiru; this is that so enigmatic Planet Nine, Planet X. What they say, we actually never see that
another sun, dark follower of our sun. We never see it. Therefore, due to all this situation developments, it is just
behind the corner, but there is no place for panic at all. There is enough time to do all the preparations. I truly
believe in all official institutions to give appropriate information timely.
Just to mention, this is all just for very basic and entirely general orientation. There are still some open questions
about the natal chart of the Sage Manu, and therefore we take all dates coming out from his natal chart just as an
approximation only. I am sure that the NASA and the core of all religious institutions in the World would know
much more about it because they are carefully watching what is going on in the Sky. O yes, they are watching at
the Sky, and they are expecting this show, this amazing firework, for a long time indeed.
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Epilogue
As time is passing, and, after reading the text of the essay again and again, I have noticed that there are still
some holes in it. I’ve noticed that there are still some points missing. Of course, books could be possibly written
about the topic, but I promised not to be that long. Thus, it is better to stay within the domain of the essay only.
Nevertheless, now we definitely know much more about the sage-king Manu-Vaivasvata, his family, and the
thrilling adventure they were all passing through along with such tremendous changes on Earth during and after
the last Big Flood. We located that event chronologically, and now we know exactly when it did happen and how
it did happen. Now, the matter of interest of ours could possibly be the continuation of that story itself; how the
story did develop further on. We would possibly like to put more light on his family and his descendants. After all,
knowing more about that point would explain where we are right now, and what we are supposed to do.
Well, we know that sage-king Manu-Vaivasvata is an incarnation of the great Saptarishi Vasishta, and
furthermore, the God Vishnu himself was incarnated as his son Ikshvaku. We are pretty certain about that fact as
well. Though, as I already indicated before, it seems this is not his real name. Even though we did find the real
meaning of that name … sweet as a sugar cane …, I am still of the opinion this is not his real name. Bhrigu is not
the real name either, because, this is a fictive and imaginary personality, invented just for the purpose of
separating the huge amount of knowledge from King Ikshvaku himself, who was acting as a king-sage in fact, just
like his father was. Ironically, it happened that we deciphered the entire story just by finding this imaginary and
fictive personality of the Sage Bhrigu, who never did exist as a separate personality from King Ikshvaku, as I
already explained before. Then, I was just wondering if we can find more details about this, for us so very
important family.
Must say, it took some time to find another clue. I would rather say, I stumbled on it. The thing is that while
researching on the subject, I’ve noticed one very interesting story. The story itself comes from the Jain traditionJainism, it is part of their religious beliefs, and it is presented even as a part of their cosmology.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jainism

Jains are a small religious community of some five to six million practitioners, and for the Indian frame, they are
very small in number, this is clear. They say that this is because it asks for austerity and ascetic life. Among all
religions and sects in India, they say Jains are the most ascetic. Another deeply integrated postulate of Jainism is …
non-violence. However, it seems this is a very, very old belief system because they have their cosmological
system, which also mentions millions of years of evolution. Well, we know now that we need to be very careful
with such expressions as … millions of years …, because, we just confirmed that everything could be on an entirely
wrong basis.
The story narrates about the first king in their tradition, and he was named … King Rishabhanatha. Well, this
name does not tell anything, of course. It does not ring any bell, it does not provoke any association, and it looks
just like so many other stories of Puranic origin. It is exactly because of that reason that I missed it before, though
I was passing through it many times. There is no mentioning of the Sage Manu in this story explicitly, no
mentioning the Big Flood either, and no any association with that turbulent time of such big changes on Earth.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rishabhanatha
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Then, after touching that story again on some occasion, I’ve noticed something else. In fact, I’ve noticed some
frappant resemblances with King Ikshvaku. King Rishabhanatha was a son of the prominent king as well, he had a
hundred sons, and most important, he was the first king … in what they call … our half cycle of time. It is exactly
this last statement … this last term … the half-cycle …, that rang the bell and forced me to be focused on that
point particularly. Because, it became clear that this is referring to the yuga cycle, and especially to our half cycle
of 12.000 years duration. Furthermore, in some variations of the story, it was mentioned … Ayodhya. After some
time, to make everything shorter, it became clear, and it settled in my mind that King Rishabhanatha is our King
Ikshvaku actually. This is where we are coming to the next equation in our research … and that is …
King Ikshvaku = King Rishabhanatha
This is so important cognition indeed, because, it opens the gate for a full understanding of the entire story.
That we are on the right track with connecting Rishabhanatha with Vishnu incarnation line, we see through the
following statement taken from a previously exposed link on Wikipedia …
Later Hindu mythical texts such as the Bhagavata Purana include Rishabha Jina as an avatar of Vishnu.
In some other stories we did find mention of sugar cane juice offered to him by another king on certain occasions.
This is the possible link to the name Ikshvaku itself because … iksha … means exactly that … the sugar cane.7
First, we can say a few words about his real name itself. According to the story, Rishabhanatha was born in
Ayodhya, which was also called … Vinita, in the family of King Nabhi, who is nobody else than King ManuVaivasvata himself, and the queen Marudevi. Just before she gave birth to the Rishabhanatha, Queen Marudevi
experienced series of strong, auspicious dreams, with bull appearing in the first dream, the strongest of all. In
Sanskrit, the bull is … Rishabha … while … natha … means … lord … what would give the full meaning … Bull Lord
…, and this is how newborn baby was named, and how the bull became the symbol of Rishabhanatha.
From this story, we also have another name Rishabhanatha was known for, and this is … Adinatha … The First
Lord … because he was celebrated as the first … Tirthankara … He was a great king who introduced many new
inventions in order to smoothen everyday life of the people along with huge changes which just did happen along
with The Big Flood. Changes were terrible indeed. In some places here and there we can find scarce information
about how life was going on at that time. In the moment of the Big Flood and before, people didn’t need to work.
They did not need to eat either, because they were living on the universal omnipresent energy available to
everyone. If somebody needed something, there were … wish-fulfilling trees …
Rishabhanatha was a great king heaving two wives, Sunanda and Sumangala. Sumangala, or Nanda, or Yasasvati
Devi, how she was also called, gave birth to 99 sons and one daughter called … Brahmi, while Sunanda gave birth
to one son only. For a long time, I was trying to decipher who were these two wives of Rishabhanatha. Particularly
that one who gave birth to so many children, she was intriguing me very much. There is an option that they both
are of celestial origin; goddesses incarnated as well. But who is who? Well, I was prone to believe that Yasasvati
Devi was nobody else then … the Sarasvati Goddess herself. We have heard so many times in Vedic stories, as
Puranas for example, that Vishnu married Sarasvati. This is exactly such like one situation where she would be
needed very much in order to give birth to beautiful and knowledgeable children ready to spread newborn
civilization. The story also exposes the fact that the father, King Rishabhanatha, resigned at a certain moment and
7 The connection of King Rishabhanatha with sugar cane and the consequent name has many explanations. According to my opinion, the closest one is the
story which narrates that people of that time did not need to eat at all, they lived entirely on that life-supporting omnipresent energy which we call EtherAkasha. They entirely reflected and lived in tune with this very famous saying, which was a long time hidden from Humanity … Eat as you breathe. That was a
secret long time hidden. Nevertheless, due to the cycle going down, and due to significant energy drop along with the phase transition after the Big Flood,
people gradually started to intake some food, and gradually they did it more and more. They say that due to solidarity with such people King Bharata took
some sugarcane juice, and for the first time in his life he has in-taken any kind of food. This is where he got the name Ikshvaku, and the entire family got the
same name and even the complete dynasty after all.
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he shared all the kingdom among his children. He became a monk, and this is probably the origin of the story
about the Sage Bhrigu. It is very likely it was going on exactly this way, and that Sarasvati Goddess was incarnated
to marry King Vrishabhanatha. In that case, we have to expose jet the another equation …
Queen Yasasvati Devi = Goddess Sarasvati
Maybe even the original name was … Sarasvati Devi. Furthermore, that would explain why the mighty river,
which was previously definitely carrying another name, most probably … Ghaggar Hakra …, well, then, that
mighty river was renamed into … Sarasvati River. This river was fertile almost equally as Queen Yasasvati was,
who gave birth to a hundred beautiful kids. Rivers were extremely important at that ancient time, especially
regular periodical annual floods of theirs. All agriculture and food production was depending on regular flooding
what offered great fertility. Therefore, this is the moment when the name for Sarasvati River came into existence.
The eldest son of King Rishabhanatha and Queen Yasasvati Devi was … Bharata …, or, the name … BharataChakravartin … was used, and this is where the name for India came into existence as well. It was called after him
… Bhāratavarsha… or … Bharata-bhumi … Very interesting, isn’t it!?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bharata_Chakravartin

The fact is that he already at that time undertook big military actions in order to unify the entire Indian
subcontinent, and this is where Great India was born … Bharata-Bhumi …
Another wife of King Rishabhanatha was … Queen Sunanda …, and she gave birth to only one son, and his name
was … Bahubali … Thus, Bahubali was the brother of the King Bharata, but he became his bitter rival, and in some
moment they were fighting against each other as well. In fact, they say, this fight among them never stopped, it
never finished, and it is still going on even today.
Actually, this is a very important point indeed, because, these two wives, these two goddesses, were the source of
two entirely different kinds of energies. As we noticed, the Queen Yasasvati Devi (Sarasvati Devi) was the source
of positive energy and that was the source of the … Surya Dynasty-Solar Dynasty -Suryavansha …, while the
Queen Sunanda was the source of negative energy, dark energy, energy which is more destructive in nature, and
through her … the Lunar Dynasty - Somavansha-Chadravansha … was born. Since that moment, these two
dynasties, though they both originate from King Rishabhanatha, who was Vishnu incarnation as we know, and
through him from the Saptarishi Vasishta as well, actually, these two dynasties are permanently antagonistically
oriented toward each other. This clash is actually something that perpetually drives and propels the Evolution
itself. Throughout the time they would be called different names, but basically today we have them around as
well. Just to make it short, this is the point where the story about … Freemasons … comes in, representing the
archetypal positive energy tuned with the Evolution Force, with the main aim to uplift Humanity into a higher
state of consciousness in order to restore Eden, the Heaven on Earth. This is that Solar Dynasty - Suryavansha in
action. Opposed to them, there is another archetypal energy, but very negative, destructive, always trying to
block the restoration of the Heaven on Earth, and they call themselves … Illuminati … This is represented by the
Lunar Dynasty-Chandra Dynasty. Oo yes, they will do everything to undermine this effort of positive evolutionary
forces to restore … Eden - The Heaven on Earth. They will corrupt all knowledge systems and even all religions, in
order not to talk, just not to talk about higher states of consciousness, what is a basic point, the basic concept and
prerequisite for Eden and Heaven on Earth to be established. Well, more about that topic, perhaps some other
time. But we definitely need to talk about that, because the time has come to say who is who, and who is doing
what in this story called Evolution, in order that we remove all obstacles in establishing Eden, the Heaven on
Earth. Nevertheless, we see now that the proper understanding of our ancient past can help us to understand
better our present time and after all, can give us a holistic orientation in space and time showing us the way we
need to go. Indeed, our present time, and especially the future itself, depends so much upon an understanding of
the situation that was happening some 12.000 years before our time.
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But what about the natal chart of King Bharata-Chakravartin? Is it possible to recover his natal chart as well? I
tried to think this way and did find something very interesting. From the previously exposed link we take the
following passage …
One night Queen Yasasvati Devi, senior-most queen of Rishabhanatha, saw four auspicious dreams. She saw the sun and the moon,
the Mount Meru, the lake with swans, earth and the ocean in her dreams. Lord Rishabhanatha explained to her that these dreams mean
that a Chakravartin ruler will be born to them who will conquer whole of the world. Then, Bharata was born to them on the ninth day of
the dark half of the month of Chaitra (Hindu calendar). He was a Kshatriyaborn in Ikshvaku dynasty. His education included special
emphasis on law and the science of polity of kings. He also had interest in dancing and art. His chief queen was Subhadra.

Thus, it was said he was born on …
… on the ninth day of the dark half of the month of Chaitra …
This is very interesting indeed, and it will be proved as an extremely valuable bit of information. The only thing, it
was not mentioned the year or given any appropriate time orientation. On the contrary, that was intentionally
pushed out. But now we know where to search. We need to find the time when King Rishabhanatha was about
twenty or a little bit more, and, according to my opinion, it should be exalted Jupiter-Guru. Surya-Sun was very
likely exalted as well. We need to know this is the same Bharata who came later on as the brother of King Rama.
This is the same Bharata indeed, he is so important in the Vedic story, and we follow all rules for his natal chart
casting, including Jupiter-Guru and Surya-Sun to be exalted, both to be exalted. This is how we come to the year
9.955 B.C.E. We are supposedly searching for the Chaitra month and Krishna Paksha Navami …
This is how we come to the following natal chart …

The natal chart of King Bharata (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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This is all so interesting indeed!
As we can see the date is … November 10, 9.955 B.C.E at 9.13 PM LMT.
In the natal chart of King Rishabhanatha that would appear as the planetary period … Ke-Sk-Gu-Ma-Sa-Bu
…, which makes sense after all. It is plausible. Maybe it is good now to expose the rectified natal chart of
King Rishabhanatha, also known as King Ikshvaku, and later on known as the Sage Bhrigu as well.
This is that newly tuned natal chart …
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The natal chart of King Rishabhanatha (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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Thus, just to finish the story of King Bharata, all that we can say … this is it. This is King Bharata Chakravartin … the
king who united all what we know as an Indian subcontinent, and who gave the name to India itself after all. 8
But, by taking a careful look at his natal chart, it seems something went wrong there. Something really went
wrong. It seems that Bahubali murdered his brother King Bharata. This is said nowhere, to be entirely honest.
There is no any written prove or clue it was going this way. But I smell something went wrong there. The natal
chart of King Bharata inevitably exposes some weaknesses. Furthermore, is it possible that even today this famous
battle between two brothers is echoing around? Isn’t that perhaps the origin of the biblical story about brothers
Abel and Cain? It seems to me, such kind of association is unmistakable. Then, we have to define another two
equations, but that we leave for some other time.
That would definitely conclude my writings on this topic, along with this essay. Of course, there will be some other
similar essays as well. I did my best, and I have been doing my best, to find all answers, but as I always highlight,
my knowledge is limited, and mistakes in observations are possible. I expect confirmations or denials, as well as
an open and public discussion on all these topics. Nevertheless, from my side, by covering many disciplines in
order to put everything together, there was maybe just enough knowledge, just enough to take a look at our
reality in a very holistic way. This is something that we are missing so very much … the holistic approach. No
doubt that this will be just the beginning for other researchers, which inevitably should be done, because learning
and acquiring knowledge, is just like the never-ending story. I am pretty sure, other authors and other truth-loving
researchers will push that story even further on. They will propel this story to the highest levels. After all, this is
all about the truth. As individuals, we are all supposed to find and define our truth. As a civilization, we are also
searching for the truth, the truth which will define the new paradigm for the entire Mankind. Only new knowledge
can yield a new civilization. We are at the threshold of very big changes. But the core of all changes, the place
where all changes are supposed to be done is … within us. Because, the Kingdom of Heaven we are searching for,
the Kingdom of Heaven we are invoking so eagerly, and even so desperately I would say … that Kingdom of
Heaven, lies deep within us.

The End

NOTE: This essay, just like all other essays in this serial, are devoted to finding some higher spiritual and universal
truths. This can possibly help in finding, reshaping, and modeling the individual truth of everybody who is touching
it. If you did find something to be interesting and useful in any way, please do not hesitate to visit the corner
called ... Contributions and Donations ..., on the website ... https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/ ..., in order to
make your own mark there. One-click or two can change many things. The research, which is going on along with
this serial, is just like a never-ending story. Any donation is very welcome and can provide researches to be
continued on a comfortable basis.

8 In some translations and interpretations of Vedic stories and Puranas, it is stated that King Bharata conquered all the world. In fact, this is very close to

being true. As it will be proved soon, King Bharata is an incarnation of God Indra, who is the king and the leader of Suras, godlike beings oriented only to the
search of truth. Thus, he conquered, united and unified, and he put under one flag, the entire Indian subcontinent. Though, as we know that was including the
territory of today’s Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Bangladesh, and very probably even further on. We find God Indra incarnated in ancient Egypt, where he was
called … Osiris. According to Egyptian mythology, his eternal rival and counterpart is … God Seth. In Vedic terms, this is God Vishvakarman, king of Asuras.
Therefore, just to make it shorter, all the mentioned territories, the complete world itself, were the domain of King Bharat at that time. He was a reformer,
and the true representative of the Solar Dynasty, the Dynasty of Light. The world in its entirety is his domain.
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2. KING SOLOMON'S TREASURE – Version 5.0.3
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/the-star-of-bethlehem-and-the-natal-chart-of-jesus/
3. JOSHUA - JESUS THE CHRIST - NEVER ENDING SURPRISES - Version 3.1.3
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/joshua-jesus-the-christ-never-ending-surprises/
4. ALEXANDER THE GREAT - ALEXANDER III OF MACEDON – Version 4.2.3
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/alexander-the-great-alexander-iii-of-macedon/
5. JESUS AND JUDAH – EARLY DAYS – Version 3.2.1
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/636-2/
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6. JESUS THE CHRIST – WHAT HAPPENED AFTER THE CRUCIFIXION? - Version 7.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/jesus-the-christ-what-happened-after-the-crucifixion/
7. JESUS THE CHRIST – LAST DAYS - Version 4.1
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/jesus-the-christ-last-days/
8. JOSEPH OF ARIMATHEA – Version 7.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/joseph-of-arimathea/
9. JAMES THE JUST, THE BROTHER OF JESUS – Version 6.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/james-the-just-the-brother-of-jesus/
10. LUCIUS ARTURIUS CASTUS – LEGENDARY KING ARTHUR DECIPHERED – Version 9.1
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/648-2/
11. ROMAN EMPEROR DIOCLETIAN – Version 1.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/roman-emperor-diocletian/
12. THE TRUE STORY OF THE BIBLICAL JOSEPH - Version 1.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/the-true-story-of-the-biblical-joseph/
13. THE TRUE ORIGIN OF THE ISRAELITES – Version 1.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/the-true-origin-of-the-israelites/
14. SAINT JEROME, OR WHO WROTE THE BIBLE? – Version 2.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/saint-jerome-or-who-wrote-the-bible/
15. THE TRUE STORY OF PHARAOH AKHENETEN – Version 1.0.1
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/the-true-story-of-pharaoh-akheanten/
16. DOES LEONARDO NARRATE THE TRUE BIBLICAL STORY? - Version 3-4
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/does-leonardo-narrate-the-true-biblical-story/

WWI and WW2 DECIPHERED
1. FROZEN WARRIORS – Version 2.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/world-war-i-and-world-war-ii/frozen-warriors/
2. BALTIC MAFIA – Version 2.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/world-war-i-and-world-war-ii/frozen-warriors/
3. GRAND DUCHESS ANASTASIA NIKOLAEVNA OF RUSSIA – Version 1.1.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/world-war-i-and-world-war-ii/grand-duchess-anastasia-nikolaevna-of-russia/

A REVIVAL OF THE ETHER – AKASHA

1. NIKOLA TESLA, A PIONEER IN THE ETHER-AKASHA RESEARCH
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/a-revival-of-the-ether-akasha/nikola-tesla-the-pioneer-in-the-ether-akasha-research/
2. THE LIFE STORY OF NIKOLA TESLA – Version 1.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/a-revival-of-the-ether-akasha/the-life-story-of-nikola-tesla/
3. LET THERE BE LIGHT! – LET THERE BE ETHER-AKASHA! – A REVIVAL OF THE ETHER AKASHA – Version 1.4.7
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/a-revival-of-the-ether-akasha/let-there-be-light-let-there-be-ether/
4. THE CYCLIC UNIVERSE – Version 1.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/a-revival-of-the-ether-akasha/the-cyclic-universe/

OTHER - DISCUSSING POINTS AND PROBLEMS OF VEDIC ASTROLOGY – JYOTISH

1. FINDING THE TRUE CHRISTMAS – Version 1.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/discussing-points-and-problems-of-vedic-astrology-jyotish/

OTHER
1. THE TRAVELS OF MARCO POLO - Version 1.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/marco-polo/
2. THE ILLYRIAN QUEEN TEUTA – Version 1.0.3
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https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/the-illyrian-queen-teuta/
3. HANIBAL ANTE PORTAS – Version 1.0.3
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/hannibal-ante-portas/
4. JULIUS CAESAR – Version 2.0.4
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/julius-caesar/
5. WHO WAS EDWARD DE VERE – Version 2.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/who-was-edward-de-vere/
6. SAGE CONFUCIUS - Version 1.0.3
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/sage-confucius/
7. ATTILA THE GREAT - Version 2-0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/attila-the-great/
8. CLOVIS THE GREAT – Version 1.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/clovis-the-great/
9. CHARLEMAGNE, KING CHARLES THE GREAT – Version 1.0.1
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/charlemagne-king-charles-the-great/

OTHER – SPECIAL – ABOUT CROATIA

1. THE MARSHAL
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/about-author/about-croatia/marshall/
2. THE FIRST CROATIAN KINGS
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/about-author/about-croatia/the-first-croatian-kings/
KING PAVLIMIR - THE LEGEND OF KING BELO – Version 3.1.1
LEGENDARY KING TOMISLAV OF CROATIA – Version 1.0.1
THE LEGEND ABOUT KING ZVONIMIR – Version 3-4

IMPORTANT NOTE:
All above mentioned essays can be found freely exposed as well along the profiles of mine on ...
Scribd.com ..., and ... Academia.edu ... Just search for the Stjepan Spanicek's profile.
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